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U. S.S. PICKEREL (SS-524) 

Surfacing with a 48 ° Up Angle from a Depth of 150 Feet 
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"... We want to bypass that reducer.   But we are not 
quite ready to do it until we are sure we can make 
the ballast tank structure itself strong enough to 
take that immediate application... of pressure. "* 

«$ 

♦Brockett, Rear Adm. W. A., Chief, Bureau of Ships, Ref. (10), p. 36. 
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SYNOPSIS 

In a surfacing or emergency recovery maneuver, the safely of a submarine is 

dependent upon the structural integrity of its main ballast tanks.   In addition to 
absorbing the cyclic effects of routine blowing over the life of the ship, in a casualty 
condition these tanks must sustain high and sudden air-blow pressures without 
rupturing.   However, because of the weight criticality, the structure of these tanks 
must be efficiently designed. 

Included is a discussion of the nature and history underlying the evolution of 
submarine ballast tanks, with reference to the Submarine Safety Program stemming 

from the loss of USS THRESHER.   Theory and methods are developed for predicting 
the pressures applied to a ballast tank, and for the behavior of the tank structure under 

these pressures.    Considered are variables of ballast tank and blow system configura- 
tion, initial transient loading and quasi-static pressures.   Equations are developed to 
relate these variables and to determine the level of stress in any part of the tank 
structure, with theoretical development appended.   General applications of these 
equations to analysis of a ballast tank are presented, with simplified curves and 

tables appended, and applicability to strutted sandwich shells other than ballast tanks 
indicated.   Finally a complementary test program, established to confirm these 
equations and including large scale structural models and instrumented structural 
recovery trials, is briefly described. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ability of a submarine to operate both under and on the surface of the ocean 

requires precise control over its displaced volume.   Providing this control is the 
function of the ballast tanks.  As shown on Figure 1, these tanks basically operate as 

follows: To submerge, vents in the top of the tanks are opened, thereby allowing air 
in the tanks to escape under the pressure of the sea water entering flood holes located 

in the tank bottom.   To resurface, vents are closed and high pressure air is admitted 
to the tank to blow the ballast water back through the flood holes and out of the tank. 
For the wa*er to flow out, the pressure inside of the tank must exceed the surround- 

ing sea pressure. 
Although differential blow pressures are relatively low in comparison with the 

tremendous hydrostatic pressure imposed on the pressure hull structure at operating 
depth, the internal tank pressure in an emergency -.scent can be sufficiently high to 

stress the light weight ballast tank structure considerably beyond the threshold of 
yielding.   Hence, because of its essential nature to ship operation and, in a casualty 

condition, to ship safety, the ability of the ballast tanks to sustain the imposed blow- 
ing loads without excessive straining or rupturing is of paramount importance. 

It is the purpose of this paper to (1) investigate the order of magnitude of the 
ballast tank pressure and develop a method of predicting it, (2) derive a theory for 

accurately determining the accompanying response and level of stress throughout each 

component of the ballast tank structure, and (3) within the limits of security, to de- 

scribe a comprehensive test program designed to confirm these equations.  Although 
the effect of pressure hull deflections on the ballast tank have been included, solutions 
are proffered only for the ballast tank structure, as equations for the pressure hull 

have previously been published (1) (2) 

D II • 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

A brief insight into the historical background underlying the development of the 

submarine main ballast system is useful in establishing the importance of the main 

ballast tanks to submarine operation and safety. 

** * ■ 
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Early Submarines 

Any history of submarine development is incomplete without mention of the 

pioneering efforts of Lucullus, Leonardo da Vinci, William Bourne, and Cornelius 

van Drebbel' '.   Common to the submarine design of all of these individuals was the 

principle of changing the displaced volume of the craft by contracting or expanding a 

flexible leather hull. 

The forerunner of today's submarine is often attributed to an Englishman named 

Symons who, in 1747, successfully built the first submarine which used water as 

ballast^).   This ingenious craft employed large goat-skin flasks built inside the boat, 

and connected to openings in the bottom of the hull.  The boat was submerged by un- 

tying the necks of the flasks, thus permitting them to fill with water.  To resurface 

the craft, the water was squeezed out by twisting the flasks with a rod and retying the 

necks.  Propulsion was achieved by oars. 

To the principle of a water ballast system, David Bushneil of Connecticut, in 

1775, added in his submarine, TURTLE, a sea chest which was provided with a 

manual pump for ejecting water ballast (4).   Lead ballast was also carried on the 

underside of the craft for use as an anchor, and this could be detached in an 

emergency. 

Many of the submarines constructed subsequent to Bushnell's craft, including the 

NAUTILUS designed by Robert Fulton in 180l(5), and the submarine designed and 

built by au American named Phillips in 1851^, carried compressed air tanks for 

replenishment of breathing air.   Phillips' boat, as shown in Figure 2, contained many 

novel features and was streamlined for underwater performance.   Of particular sig- 

nificance was the provision for an on-board air compressor.  The compressor was 

manually operated to recharge the high pressure air banks, and to force the ship's 

air through the ballast water for purification.  In addition, high pressure air was re- 

portedly used(6) to blow bow and stern trim tanks automatically to keep the craft on 

an even keel.  The reserve buoyancy for this boat was in excess of 100 percent, i.e., 

the ballast tank volume was sufficient to surface the craft with the interior completely 

flooded.  Propulsion was effected by a hand driven crank shaft attached to the 

propeller. 

(2' 
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The first use of compressed air for blowing ballast tanks is usually credited to 

the French submarine, LE PLONGEUR, launched in 1863 (Figure 3)(6).  This ship, 
designed by Brun and Bourgeois, carried large quantities of air stored at 180 psi, and 

used compressed air for propulsion.   Unfortunately, air leakage and erratic sub- 
merged performance eventually condemned this design^). 

The Holland 

The standard for the modern submarine was the familiar HOLLAND boat, de- 

signed and privately built by the J. P. Holland Company, and accepted by the U. S. 

Navy in 1900.   As shown in Figure 4, the hull of this craft was shaped for underwater 

speed, as was Phillips1 submarine.   Displacing 75 tons, the HOLLAND employed 
compressed air for blowing water ballast from tanks carried inside the cigar shaped 

hull, similar to the location in Phillips' submarine.  Air was stored at 2000 psi in 
flasks, also contained within the hull, and was reduced to 50 psi for services and to 
10 psi differential pressure for ballast tank blowing.   For emergency purposes this 
10 psi reducer could be by-passed^7).   An air compressor was provided for recharg- 

ing while underway on the surface.   The reserve buoyancy of this boat was approxi- 

mately 13 percent, and consequently in a surfaced condition the hull was almost 
awash.   Power for propelling the craft was supplied by a gasoline engine on the sur- 

face , and by electric motor and rechargeable storage battery when submerged. 

Subsequent U. S. Navy submarines of the A through K classes were essentially 
progressive developments from the HOLLAND with little change to the main ballast 
system.  Beginning with the H class in 1913, gasoline engines were replaced with 
Diesels for surface propulsion. 

With the longer range made possible by the more efficient Diesel engines, sub- 
marines of the L through S classes gradually evolved towards a submersible tor- 
pedo/gunboat.  To provide the increased freeboard necessary for prolonged surfaced 
cruising and occasional deck gun action, the size of the main ballast tank system was 

gradually increased to produce a reserve buoyancy of about 20 percent.   Although 
displacements were approaching 1000 tons for the S class, only slightly increased 
blowing pressures were provided. 

.. 
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WW n Submarines 

The concept of the long range, high speed submersible torpedo/gunboat was fully 
realized by 1939 in the SARGO Class (SS 188), which had a displacement approaching 
2000 tons and a test depth of 200 feet.  The reserve buoyancy was approximately 25 
percent and the ballast tanks were "wrapped" around the pressure hull in a saddle- 
like arrangement (Figure 5), with compressed air flasks stowed in the tanks.  This 
tank arrangement was retained in the famed World War n "Fleet Boats" of the GATO 
(SS 212) and BALAO (SS 285) Classes which were also approximately 2000 tons dis- 
placement.  However, test depths were increased to 400 feet during this period, while 
the reserve buoyancy was raised to approximately 35 percent. 

The air system in these three classes provided for storage at 3000 psi, with re- 
duction to a maximum of 15 psi differential pressure for the ballast blowing system' '. 
No reducer was provided, as in the HOLLAND, but the system provided for throttling 
the air to the lower pressure, for blowing of the main ballast tanks. 

Rapid advances in anti-submarine tactics, made possible by radar towards the 
end of World War H, required submarines to spend longer periods submerged to avoid 
detection.  Hence, with submerged speed once again an important consideration, new 
submarine classes saw the beginning of a return to the HOLLAND concept of sub- 
marine operation. 

The transition period, led by the snorkel breathing GUPPY and TANG (SS 563) 
classes, included the NAUTILUS (SSN 571) and SKATE (SS 578) classes and terminated 
with the USS TRITON (SSRN 586) in 1959.   Although each of these classes was novel in 
some particular aspect, such as nuclear power for NAUTILUS or size for TRITON, 
the majority of the submarines built during this period were basically streamlined 
"fleet boats".  High surfaced as well as submerged speeds were still desired, with 
the result that main ballast systems and tanks were much the same as on the WW II 
submarines. 

Modern Submarines 

With the successful application of nuclear power on USS NAUTILUS, submarines 
were no longer required to operate on or near the surface and could spend indefinite 

. '-*■$&* 
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ull t periods submerged. The marriage of this propulsion system to the hull form devel- 

oped on the experimental submarine USS ALBACORE (AGSS 569) produced the proto- 

type for the modern submarine in the SKIPJACK (SSN 585) class in 1959, from which 
followed the THRESHER (SSN 593) and STURGEON (SSN 637) classes. 

With surface speed no longer a controlling operational requirement, the hull form 

once again could be designed for maximum performance submerged, as on the 
HOLLAND, with surface performance a secondary consideration.  Accordingly, some 
significant changes were effected, as far as the main ballast system is concerned: 

(1) Since these submarines would seldom operate on the surface, there was no 

need for either large freeboard or rapid submergence.  Hence, the capacity of the 

main ballast tanks was reduced to a level between 12 and 15 percent. 
(2) Higher submerged speeds necessitated use of much smaller flood holes with 

baffles, to eliminate undesirable resonance effects in the tanks. 

(3) Smaller ballast tanks restricted the volume available for compressed air 
flasks, while increased demands on the air systems called for larger quantities of air 

which was still stowed in the tanks due to internal space limitations (Figure 1).  This 
caused adoption of a 4500 psi air system. 

(4) Operating depths were significantly increased below the previous 400 foot 
depth of the Fleet Boats(8M9). 
The combination of smaller tanks, reduced flood hole sizes, increased hydrostatic 
pressures at depth, and adoption of 4500 psi air systems(7) generated new problems 
in MBT design.   However, to maintain light weight ballast tank structure, air bank 

pressures were still reduced to obtain approximately 15 psi differential pressure in 

the tanks. 

The Submarine Safety Program 

As a result of the THRESHER disaster, the Bureau of Ships established a com- 

prehensive program designed to review and, where necess*^7  improve all aspects of 
submarine design, construction, and operation with empha       a the safety of the 

ship*™). 
An important result of this program has been a precise determination of the op- 

timum recovery maneuver for each ship.   Although a few controlled "emergency" 
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surfacings had been runt10), such as conducted on USS PICKEREL (Figure 6), proce- 

dures to be followed in an actual emergency were left to the ship's discretion.  Cur- 
rent procedures generally include planing to the surface at maximum achievable speed, 
and prompt and continuous blowing.  Surfacing operations during a recent recovery 

maneuver are shown for USS NATHAN HALE in Figure 7.   System modifications, per- 
mitting higher airflow rates, include bypassing all reducers, thereby blowing directly 

into the ballast tanks.  The resulting rapid pressure increase, and the structural re- 
sponse thereto, will be examined herein, in detail. 

PRESSURE LOADING 

In determining the air pressure in a main ballast tank, there are two separate 

phenomena to be considered: the initial transient pressure resulting from the sudden 
release of high air bank pressures, and the volume expansion of the air bubble in the 
tank in transiting from the hydrostatic pressures at depth to atmospheric pressure at 

the surface. Calculation of the pressures incident to both of these phenomena can be 
simplified by making the following assumptions: 

a. Air is a perfect gas. 
b. The volume cross-section of the tank is uniform throughout.  Thus, the vol- 

ume of water in the tank is a linear function of the depth of ballast water. 
c. The tank cross-section is considerably greater than the area of the flood 

holes.  Thus, the velocity and acceleration of the water in the tank can be neglected, 
except in the vicinity of the flood holes*   '. 

Transient Pressure 

Actuation of the emergency blow valve admits air at high pressure and flow rate 

directly into the ballast tank, and the maximum flow rate is achieved very quickly, 
varying principally with valve opening time.   The mass of water in the flood hole ac- 

celerates more slowly and, until steady-state conditions are achieved, a transient 
overpressure exists in the tank which is dependent mainly on the rate of increase of 

the air flow, the stiffness of the tank boundaries, and the relative size of the mass to 
be accelerated. 

«* 
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\ * As shown schematically in Figure 8, an analytical development for this transient 

pressure can be obtained from a simplified analog which is modeled as a single degree 
of freedom system by establishing the following analogies: the mass is the slug of 
water in the vicinity of the flood hole, and approximates the flood hole velocity; the 

spring is the flexibility of the tank boundary in the breathing mode; the damping is that 

provided by the flood hole as a sharp-edged orifice; and the exciting force is supplied 

by air pressure acting on the air-water interface. 
For this system, the differential equation of motion is 

mx +   Cx2 | x2 | + K* <x2 - Xx) = 0, IB-5]* 

in which: m = mass of water slug in flood hole, 

C  = damping coefficient, 
K* - spring constant, 
x- = displacement of exciting force (ft), and 
3L = displacement of water slug (ft).** 

(Dots denote successive differentiation with respect to time) 

From the development in Appendix B, expressions are obtained for the above individ- 

ual terms.  Inserting these expressions into the above equation produces a second- 
order equation which is both non-linear and non-homogeneous (Equation [B-21]), and 
consequently is most readily solved by either digital or analog computer methods. 
By using this equation, it is possible to establish a sufficiently long valve opening time 
to keep transient pressures below those obtained from bubble expansion. 

Expansion Pressure 

A small bubble of air, once blown into a ballast tank at test depth, expands many 

times in volume as the submarine rises, since this bubble must reach atmospheric 
pressure at the surface.  In this process of expansion, ballast water is forced out of 

♦Numbers in brackets refer to equations, and correspond to location of the equation 
in the Appendices. 

♦♦Complete Nomenclature appears after References. 



the tank, through the flood holes.   If this water could leave freely, the internal tank 

pressure would remain at ambient sea pressure.  However, the flood holes normally 
present a considerable restriction to flow, such that flow velocity is achieved by 
establishing a pressure differential across the flood holes.  This pressure differential 

is further increased by the addition of energy developed from air being continuously 

blown into the tank.  Hence, the differential pressure is a function of water velocity, 
and thus of flood hole area, ship depth, air flow rate, and the air expansion rate, 
which in turn is a function of air volume and the rise rate of the tank. 

With these assumptions and the development of Appendix B the pressure in the 

ballast tank can be expressed in terms of an effective rise rate, £T> which includes 

the effects of the actual ship rise rate, pitch rate, and the transfer of energy to the 
tank by the air blowing system, such that 

*   * *   . 
• -k W R T 

Z
T =  1—1 + {zt - Uzx - *B - V Sin e* +"xAcose*] e *}   ,   [B-27] 

y8wvA 

in which, referring to Figure 10, 
CP k = Specific heat ratio, =— * 1.4 for air, 

where:   Cp = specific heat at constant pressure, 

Cv = specific heat at constant volume, 

W   = Flow of air (lb/sec), 

R   = Universal gas constant (53.3 ft-lb/lb-°R), 
T' Xs T' = Stagnation temperature of air (°R), 

3, y     = Density of sea water (64 lb/ft ), sw 

VA = Volume of air in tank (ft3), 

Z^ = Depth to ship C.G. (ft), 

Z   = Height of ship C.G. above baseline (ft), 

h~ = Distance from baseline to top of flood hole (ft), 

8 o 
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11^ = Height of blowable water in tank (ft), 
* 

6    = Pitch angle (radians), and 

x. = Axial distance from MBT to ship C.G. (ft). 

The pressure inside the tank, p , can then be related to the equivalent rise rate 

by the following cubic equation: 

* 2   * 3     T      *   ! 

(k )> )d + [(2-k )k * - * 2    * ~l    * 2 

- * 
[(1-^*)^^ " 2kPTl?sw»Al> tPlJ 

■E *swhA  + PThswhA 

sw 
2g 

[B-32] 

in which terms not previously defined are, referring to Figure 10: 
* 2 

p    = Pressure in tank (lb/ft ), 

h A   = Vertical distance from tank top to water level (ft), 

* 2 
Pm   = Ambient pressure outside top of tank (lb/ft  - abs.), 

g     = Acceleration of gravity (ft/sec ), 

CD  = Discharge coefficient, and 

— 2 A     = Area of flood hole opening (ft ). 

Hence, the differential pressure across the tank structure is merely the difference 

between internal and external pressure, or 

.3 

[B-331 
(p   -PT) lb/ft' 

AP 144in2/ft2 

Inspection of the equations for ft-,, p  and Ap suggests that the differential pres- 

sure will peak at the instant the tank blows dry, and with a combination of maximum 

rise rate and air still entering the tank.  Since the ballast expulsion rate increases 

9 
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exponentially with decreasing submergence, the maximum rise rate in a continuous 

blow would then occur at the surface, i.e., during broaching. 
With the differential pressure, ap, now determined, expressions for the re- 

sponse of the main ballast tank structure can be obtained. 

-L 

STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 

As shown on Figure 11, there are three structural systems which must be solved 

simultaneously due to their common interaction.  These are the outer hull plating and 
frames, the inner hull plating and frames, and the connecting radial struts.   At first 
glance, the presence of the outer hull frames and struts might appear redundant, since 

the function of the ballast tank plating is to contain an internal blowing pressure, for 
which stiffening is unnecessary.   However, these struts and frames are necessary to 
maintain the concentricity of the outer hull with the inner hull when the ship is under- 
way, and to resist concentrated external loadings, such as those produced by moor- 
ing, docking, wave slap, and breaking through an ice field.   Because of the struts, 

very high bending stresses are periodically introduced into the outer hull framing, and 
thence into the outer hull plating.   Although the subject of uniformly loaded and uni- 
formly stiffened shell structures has been extensively treated both for single shells' ' 

and for sandwich shells'     , no known treatment exists for a sandwich shell structure 

having the inner and outer shells either periodically point connected or subjected to 

different types and magnitude of loading. 

Deflection Sequence 

An understanding of the deflected shape of the structure under load is essential to 

prediction of the distribution of stresses.   As illustrated schematically in Figure 12, 
the sequence in which the ballast tank structure deflects can be described as follows: 
The inner (pressure) hull structure contracts uniformly due to the external hydrostatic 

pressure, p, occurring at a submergence depth, D^, and the attached radial struts 

are pulled inward (Figure 12b).   This inward motion of the struts is resisted by the 

outer hull, such that the struts are elongated, thereby periodically loading the outer 
hull structure (Figure 12c).   The outer hull then flexes, removing some of the strut 

load, and an equilibrium position is reached.   Blowing of the ballast tanks then 

<l 
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produces an additional internal pressure, Ap, inside the ballast tank (Figure 12d), 

which causes (1) the struts to elongate further until the axial strut load, W, is 
reached, and (2) the outer hull structure to expand under the hoop force, T. ., and to 
bulge outward under the moment, M-- ., applied to the outer hull frames.   A similar 

deflection sequence occurs for the inner hull, due to the strut load, but since the in- 
ner hull is normally very stiff, with respect to the outer hull, secondary bending of 

the inner hull structure may usually be neglected in determining the inner hull 
strength. 

Plastic Strength 

Under an emergency recovery, account may be taken of the "plastic strength" of 

the main ballast tank structure, i.e., the reserve in strength that exists after the 
structure has begun to yield and permanently deform.   Due to the complexity of this 
structure, expressions for the plastic strength must necessarily be semi-empirical 
in nature.  A large scale structural model simulating a typical ballast tank has re- 
cently been subjected to internal pressure and tested well into the plastic range to 
determine an upper limit to the reserve in strength after yielding.   Expressions for 
the plastic strength of individual elements in the tank are being developed from the 
results obtained from this test.   This model, shown in Figure 22, will be discussed 
further in a later section. 

Elastic Strength 

For ballast blowing tests and training exercises, it is desirable to limit rise rates 

to prevent stresses in the tank structure from exceeding the yield strength, to mini- 
mize any possible low cycle fatigue cracking and to preclude formation of permanent 

bulges in the streamlined hull shape.   Consequently, it is necessary to be able to pre- 
dict, with a high degree of accuracy, stresses in each element of the structure. 

Forces and Moments 

The most difficult force to obtain, mathematically, is the axial force, W, in the 

radial strut (Figure 12d), due to the effects of the varying flexibility of the inner and 
outer hull structure. Once this strut load is determined, the membrane and bending 
loads on the outer hull structure can be determined, and expressions developed for 

11 
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the level of stress in each structural element.  The strut load may be obtained by 

equating the deflections of the outer and inner hull structure with the strut elongation 
(Figure 13a), and expressed in descriptive terms as 

W« 

[Effect of            1            [Effect of 
radial expansion       +      radial contraction 

[of outer hull                    [of inner hull 
+ 

Effect of axial 
contraction of 
inner hull 

[Effect of 1                      f Effect of strut 
elongation          +          j   on stiffness of 
[of strut                               both hulls 

+ 
Effect of strut load 
on hoop load in both 
inner & outer hulls 

From the development in Appendix C, the load in the strut can be quantitatively 

written as 

r       i   i     P * 
W= }2P 

1    "'     ': 
H**ft)*h-(=■£«*)] 

P'VTO 
R t o o [(1"2v) + *5i   (2 (Affl" VH> " vAm)j 
2LAoEo 

+ r  \TT 

R H 
2 

^ EO VTO 

L
Ro 

E H 

[C-27] 

Examination of the above equation discloses that the strut load is proportional to 

the circumferential blowing load on the outer hull frame, P, and to the total pressure 

applied to the structure, p', where the latter includes both blow pressure, Ap> and 
hydrostatic pressure, p, incurred at the operating depth, D, . 

Referring to Figure 14, the location of the structural element is denoted by the 

subscript "H" for the inner hull, V for the outer hull, and "s" for the strut, with 
the following general notation for the geometry of the element: 

R   =  radius to midthickness of plating (in), 

t    =  thickness of hull plating (in), 
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A.   -    area of hull frame (frame only) (In ), 

AF =    area of hull frame plus area of plating in contact with the shell (usually 
frame web) (in2), 

A-, ■    total area of frame-shell combination, using the effective length of shell 
1 plating, Le, (in2), 

where: L_ is defined by equations [C-5]  and [C-21], 

I     =    Inertia of frame-shell combination, using L   (in), and 

E    =     Modulus of Elasticity (lb/in2). 

Other symbols used denote non-dimensional coefficients, for which: 

N     = 

e 
V 

[•] 

frame stiffness, relating to the effective length of plating acting with the 
frame, defined by equation [C-19], 

shell stiffness, defined by equation [C-20], 
Poisson's ratio, 

Radius factor, defined by equation [C-2], 
average normal (hoop) coefficient, defined by equation [C-16], and 

=  deflection coefficient, defined by equation [C-15],  where the 
T   =  1.0 ratio x/a denotes the position along the frame relative to the 

strut (Figure 14b). 

With the axial load in the strut determined, the circumferential hoop load in the 

outer hull frame at any position x along the frame may be expressed as 

(x) 
= [PRo - Wyx] fe (*)♦*] CO-41] 

in which y   is a non-dimensional coefficient defined by equation [C-34].   The sec- 

ond term in the expression for hoop load represents a linear approximation of the 
effectiveness of the shell plating in absorbing the hoop load, for positions away from 
the strut.* 

♦The linear correction to the hoop load is based on effective width principles, rather 
than on the concept of effective breadth*13), since in many instances the compressive 
load induced by the inner hull contraction will be greater than the tensile load pro- 
duced by ballast blowing. 

13 
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The moment in the outer hull frame at any point x along the frame is 

in which t   is a non-dimensional coefficient defined by equation [C-43], 

Stress in Frames and Struts 

With the hoop load and moment in the outer hull frame known, the stress in the 

frame may be readily calculated from the following equations: Taking Z^ and Z 
to represent the section modulus of the free flange and plate flange, respectively, 

for the outstanding flange of the frame 

and for the flange comprised of shell plating, 

<*j.   ,   v   =   T^       +      -S^       +      WTM    • CG"40] #>(x)       ATo Zp L(x) 

The last term in the expression for the stress in the plate flange represents the cir- 

cumferential component of the longitudinal stress,  <TL/X\»  ***the outer hul1 PlatinS 
adjacent to the ft" ae. 

The axial stress in the strut is simply the strut load divided by the strut area, 

i.e., 

w 

Stresses in Outer Hull Plating 

By reversing equation  [C-40] ,  the total longitudinal stress in the outer hull 

plating at any position along the edge of the frame can be written as 

14 
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where, from Appendix C, 

[C-44] 

! 

L«x) =   + 1.734K» 

(2VN'  - K,2)(l-p2)8 HT M + *M 

HRoEH    L    ' 2J |> fcH      "    eHJj 
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(AP)RQ)P 
+       6t 

[C-35] 

and for which: 

K1, H' , N' and V are stiffness coefficients for the outer hull, defined by equations lM 
[C-28] and [C-31] , 

HM = stiffness coefficient for the inner hull, defined similar to equation [C-31] 
using 6 in place of e', and 

Ö     = non-dimensional deflection coefficient for any position along the frame, and 
and is defined by equation [C-36]. 

For the case of the intersection of a wing bulkhead with the outer hull, the longi- 

tudinal stress in the outer hull plating reduces to 

r       = + 1.734Kf(l-y2) 8 

hB      ~      2V»N' - (K»)2 (Fm-w-teH- 

? 

[C-38] 
Continued 
on page 
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(Equation [C-38] continued) 

&-H 
(ap)R0t> 

6t 

rHRoEHj    L 
^TH    +   AFHHM 

*H 
-  L eH 

[C-38] 

6 

in which CL is a distribution factor relating the stiffness of the wing bulkhead and 

outer hull plating and is defined by equation [C-37]. 

Since the effective length of the outer hull plating is normally much smaller than 

the spacing between frames, the effect of bending of the shell at the mid-length posi- 

tion is negligible.  Hence, the stresses at this position can be written simply as 

follows: 

For the circumferential stress midway between frames 

(ÄP)R 
4> 

(&P)R0E> 
6t S 

and for the longitudinal stress midway between frames 

L 
2 

(AP)R( 

6t p   +   v 
(Ap)R, 

DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to proffer a detailed or sequential design pro- 

cedure for the structure of submarine main ballast tanks.   However, certain addi- 

tional remarks may aid in application of equations contained herein to analysis of such 

structures and, in addition, to the general problem of strutted sandwich shells in 

which the two shells are subjected to different combinations of lateral and axial 

loading. 

16 
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Pressure Loading 

In equation [B-21] of Appendix B, which describes the forcing function in the 
equation of motion,   [B-5],  the denominator contains a term for absolute tank pres- 
sure, p*.  Since, in the equation, p* is affected by depth, there is a suggestion that 

the transient differential pressure decreases with depth.  This is an important con- 
sideration since the contraction of the pressure hull at depth can induce relatively 
high loads in the struts and frames of the ballast tank structure, which can thereby 

withstand only lower levels of differential pressure.  The most significant parameter 
in determining the level of transient pressure is the valve opening time, since this 

controls the rate of air flow build-up.   Further, modification of this opening time can 
be accomplished with fewer adverse effects on ship cost and performance than can 
modification of other parameters.  It is preferable, therefore, to attack a transient 

pressure problem by increasing the valve opening time. 
Although the expression for expansion pressure in a ballast tank, equation [B-32], 

is amenable to hand solution, a computer solution is preferable.   Since the extreme 

condition for this pressure occurs when the tank blows dry while broaching, a solution 
is normally sought for this condition.  In solving this equation, it has been found con- 
venient to assume a reasonable discharge coefficient,   Cn = 0.6*   ', and a "standard" 

3    2—/— ratio of 100 ft /ft  for V-./A (relationship of ballast tank volume to flood hole area), 

and solve for the differential pressure,  Ap,   in terms of the tank depth.   A series of 

solutions for this standardized condition can be obtained for a range of effective rise 
rates,   ZL,   spanning those which might occur in an emergency operation, and plotted 

as shown in Figure 18. 
The ^p to be expected in a specific tank under a predetermined ship maneuver 

can be obtained by determining the effective rise rate,   Z-,,   from equation [B-27], 
and then adjusting the solution obtained from Figure 21 for the actual flood hole area 

and volume of the tank in question.  This adjustment is obtained by solving for the ac- 

tual differential pressure 

Ap = —^r    (Ap) 
100 A STD 

• 
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In comparison with the contribution of ship rise rate, the contribution of the pitch 
rate of the ship at broach is obviously quite small, and hence can generally be neglected. 
Referring to the effective rise rate,  ZT, of the ballast tank [B-27], this means that 
the pitch-dependent terms (i.e., those containing 8*) can be eliminated for most cal- 
culations.  The term 2.  in this equation represents the total rise rate of the sub- 
marine's center of gravity, and has components due to buoyancy and to the effect of 
axial velocity at an upward pitch angle. If neither the measured rise rate nor a solu- 
tion of the equations of ship motion are available, it is possible to calculate the con- 
tribution of each of the components separately and combine them directly. 

Referring to Figure 10, the component of the rise rate due to the pitch angle, 
8*,  and the axial velocity, u, is simply 

Z    = u sin 8* • u 

<D 

The component of rise rate due to buoyancy is naturally dependent on the amount 
of ballast water blown, but it cannot exceed the velocity at which the drag force of the 
ship hull equals the buoyant force of fully-blown tanks.   (The drag force is a maximum 
with the submarine moving perpendicular to its axis, and decreases as pitch angle in- 
creases» ) For design purposes, the component of rise rate due to buoyancy normally 
can be assumed to be the rise rate of an unpowered submarine in a horizontal attitude, 
with fully-blown tanks. * Equating the buoyant force from fully blown tanks to the 
transverse drag of an appendageless submarine produces an expression for rise rate 
due to buoyancy, 

S 

JB =    8.42 

in which r   = reserve buoyancy factor (equivalent to weight of blowable ballast divided 
by weight of ship in Condition N, Surfaced) and 

5 = maximum beam (ft). 

♦It is assumed that the reduced drag resulting from the customary up-angle compen- 
sates for the fact that full buoyancy is presumed to be achieved only at the moment of 
surfacing, and that maximum rise rate thus cannot be fully achieved. 
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Of the ship parameters affecting differential pressure due to bubble expansion, the 

most important, and usually the most easily modified, is flood hole area. 

Analysis of Structure 

As In the case of pressure loading, a computer solution is preferable for struc- 

tural equations for forces, moments and stresses developed in a main ballast tank. 
In the absence of such a facility, curves and tables are appended for the more com- 

plex of the non-dimensional coefficients.   Figures 19 through 21 are plots of the stiff- 
ness coefficients HM> H' , K', N, N' and V.  Tables 1 through 4, in turn, list cal- 

culated values for the coefficients applying to the outer hull frame (T, 6X» L. and y ), 
for strut spacing varying between 1 and 90 degrees, and for 20 equally spaced posi- 

tions along the frame between adjacent struts. 
By use of these intermediate frame coefficients for deflection (ft), moment (t\ 

and hoop loading (y ), the variation in moment and axial load along the outer hull 

frame can be calculated using equations [C-41] and [C-42].   Stresses in both 

flanges of the frame can then be determined at intermediate positions from equations 

[C-39]  and [C-40], and the corresponding longitudinal stress in the outer hull 
plating determined from equation [C-44]. 

Although equation [C-41]  includes a linear correction for L  in the hoop load, 
T,., to be strictly correct a separate correction for L   should be applied to the 

moment Mf.»   (equation [C-42] ).* Hence, it is anticipated that the frame flange 

stress, equation [C-39], would be in better agreement with actual values than would 

the plate flange stress, equation [C-40], since the latter depends upon the section 
modulus of the plate flange, Z .   (Z   will be more sensitive to L  than will Z,, the p       p e i 
frame flange section modulus.) 

In using the equations discussed under the preceding "Structural Response" sec- 

tion (and those appearing in Appendix C) for application to a particular submarine 

♦The length (breadth) of plating acting with a stiffener can be quite different for axial 
and uniform bending loading"5'.   Hence, it may be expected that Le would vary con- 
siderably more between struts due to the variation of M. f(x)' 
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ballast tank structure, expressions can be simplified readily by inserting the appro- 

priate mechanical properties for the material used to fabricate the ballast tank. * 

In their present form, however, structural expressions presented can be ap- 

plied to structure other than submarine ballast tanks, and fabricated from materials 

other than steel.   These expressions can be used to analyze the general problem of 
concentric ring-stiffened sandwich shells separated by rigid struts, with the shells 
subjected to various combinations of lateral and axial pressures.   In addition, by the 
method of superposition, solutions can be obtained for deflections and stresses in 

strutted sandwich shells where the struts are not equally spaced. 
The foregoing discussion has centered on the elastic behavior of a ballast tank 

structure under its intended loading.   It is appropriate to mention that there are two 
other important aspects which must be considered in the design of such structures, and 
which are dependent upon the loading frequency and the environment in which the struc- 
ture will be loaded.   These are the fatigue strength of the structure, and its toughness 

under impact and dynamic loading.   The ability of the steels (HTS and HY-80) normally 
used in submarine ballast tanks to resist brittle propagation of material defects, such 

as fabrication flaws < * early fatigue cracks, has been previously discussed else- 
where*   '.   For the general problem of fatigue strength of materials used in submarine 

ballast tanks, or of any other ductile structural material, expressions previously de- 
veloped'   ' may be used with an appropriate stress concentration factor representative 

of the weld notch. 

CONFIRMING TEST PROGRAM 

Since the high differential pressure loading developed in a main ballast tank during 

an emergency recovery is the type of loading which may be experienced only once 
during the lifetime of a ship, if ever, it is permissible to take account of the plastic 

strength of the tank structure.   In other words, permanent bulging of the structure is 
not unacceptable, providing the tank boundary does not rupture or tear. 

♦For steel, E * 30(10)6 lb/in2 and v * 0.3. 
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Conversely, repeated loading that carries the structure into the plastic range is 

most undesirable due to a possibility of inducing low cycle fatigue propagation of flaws 

(cracks) in the material until a "critical" crack length is reached such that the crack 

length propagates rapidly. * 
Hence, by comparison with the ship maneuvers anticipated in a recovery from a 

casualty condition, the maneuvers permissible during full-scale trials must remain 
quite mild.   Consequently, full-scale testing can only provide experimental verifica- 

tion at the lower end of the scales of rise rate, differential blowing pressure, and 
structural response.   As a result, it is necessary to maintain a considerable degree 
of conservatism in establishing criteria for loading and for structural design, until 
such time as large-scale land-based simulators can provide experimental information 
nearer the anticipated maximum values. 

A relatively extensive test program designed to confirm the previously discussed 
pressure and stress equations has been established.   Although the nature of results 
cannot be included herein, a brief description of the program follows. 

Structural Testing 

As mentioned previously, a large scale structural model simulating a typical 

submarine main ballast tank has been built and tested.  The basic vehicle for thic bal- 

last tank model, shown in Figure 19, consisted of a discarded submarine fatigue 
moder   ' previously tested under the Bureau of Ships' Submarine Structural Fatigue 

Program.   This model was subjected to two separate tests, to simulate both the dif- 

ferential pressure and the hydrostatic pressure (operating depth) effects. 
The first test, designed to simulate the depth effect, was conducted with the 

model in a 30-foot test tank'   ', and with the ballast tank vented to the surrounding 
hydrostatic field.   The test tank was gradually pressurized to produce an external 

'"Depending upon the individual viewpoint, an alternate concept is that of exhaustion 
of ductility. 
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load on the pressure hull, as would occur with a submarine operating at depth.  The 

effect of the contraction of the pressure hull on strains in the ballast tank structure 

was then recorded by approximately 300 electric resistance strain gages placed at 

critical locations on the tank structure. 
The second test of the ballast tank model was conducted outside the 30-foot test 

tank, with the ballast tank vents and flood holes covered.  Hydrostatic pressure was 
then applied inside the ballast tank, to simulate the effect of differential pressure 
loading.  The model was pressurized several times within the elastic range of the 

structure (to eliminate the effects of fabrication variables from the recorded strains), 
and then tested under gradually increasing and extreme pressures until the structure 
was loaded well into the plastic range.   Strains were measured continuously during all 
pressure tests, to obtain a record of the elastic and plastic response of the ballast tank 

structure. 

Full-Scale Trials 

Supplementary instrumented blow tests are being conducted on several submarines, 

both at dockside and at sea.'   ' Although conventional strain gages and pressure trans- 
ducers are adequate for dockside blow tests, dynamic strain and pressure recorders 

are desirable for ascent trials conducted at sea to measure any transient differential 
pressures or non-linear response of the tank struct.*^e. 

O 

£ 

SUMMARY 

Because of a substantial increase in the blow pressure now available for recovery 

from a casualty condition, the structure of submarine main ballast tanks may be taxed 
to perform well into the inelastic range, thus becoming one of the highest-performance 
structures in a modern submarine.   Thus, ballast tanks must be designed accurately, 

with careful attention to uniformity of stress distribution and to avoidance of any detail 

which might initiate tearing. 
By application of the equations contained herein, and appropriate design margins 

of safety, it is now possible to insure that the ballast tank structure is "strong enough 

to take that immediate application of pressure. "* 

♦See FRONTISPIECE 
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NOMENCLATURE 

The notation employed herein principally follows the standard used for sub- 
marine hull structure and, wherever possible, notation appearing in the literature. 
Use of the symbols is illustrated in Appendix A, Figures 8 through 17. 

A- 

AfH 

AFH 

Afo 

As 

"B 

bB 

bH 

C 

C, 

Area of wing bulkhead resisting blow pressure (in ) 

2 Effective area of flood hole opening (ft ) 
o 

Area of inner (pressure) hull frame (frame only) (in ) 

Area of inner hull frame plus area of shell in contact with frame 

<AfH + bH*H> <m2> 

Area of outer hull frame (frame only) (in ) 

o 
Area of strut (in ) 

Area of inner hull frame plus effective area of shell (A», + L „t„v, 
(ln2) 

ffl       eHH" 

Area of outer hull frame plus effective area of shell (A.   + L   tj, (in2) 

Maximum beam of hull (ft) 

Radial width of wing bulkhead panel, measured perpendicular to outer 
hull plating (in) 

Thickness of inner hull frame web or faying flange (in) 

Thickness of outer hull frame web (in) 

Damping coefficient (lb-sec2/ft) 

Flood hole discharge coefficient 

Specific heat at constant pressure 

Specific heat at constant volume 

Function of flexural rigidity (non-dimensional) 
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iL C„ Distribution factor relating stiffness of wing bulkhead and outer hull 
plating (non-dimensional) 

D ' Flexural rigidity of outer hull plating (in ) 

D. Depth to centerline of submarine hull when blowing ballast, measured at 
midlength of ballast tank (ft) 

2 
EH Modulus of elasticity of inner hull (lb/in ) 

2 
EQ Modulus of elasticity of outer hull (lb/in ) 

E Modulus of elasticity of strut (lb/in2) s 

F Force causing flexure of tank boundary (lb) 

F ' Force in outer hull due to end pressure on wing bulkhead (lb) 

g Acceleration of gravity (ft/sec2) 

HL. Shell stiffness coefficient, inner hull (non-dimensional) 

H' Shell stiffness coefficient, outer hull (non-dimensional) ♦ 

h\ Vertical distance from tank top to water surface in tank (ft) 

hg Depth of residual water, from base line to top of flood hole (ft) 

IL Blowable depth of tank, from tank top to flood hole (ft) 

hw Depth of blowable water in tank, from water surface to flood hole (ft) 

L, Moment of inertia of inner hull frame-shell combination, including 
effective length of shell, LßH (in*) 

I. Moment of inertia of outer hull frame-shell combination, including 
effective length of shell, LeQ (in*) 

J* Work (ft-lb) 

K' Shell stiffness coefficient for outer hull plating (non-dimensional) 
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K* Spring constant of tank (lb/ft) 

CP k* Ratio of specific heats,-—-^ 1.4 for air cv 

L „ Effective length of inner hull plating interacting with frame (in) 

Lor» Effective length of outer hull plating interacting with frame (in) 

L„ Frame spacing of inner hull (in) 

L Frame spacing of outer hull (in) 

La Length of strut, denoted by distance between neutral axes for frame- s shell combination of inner and outer hulls (in) 

M,, .        Moment in outer hull frame developed from strut load, W (in-lb) 

M Longitudinal moment in outer plating due to frame stiffness (in-lb) 

— 2 m Mass of water slug in flood hole (lb-sec /ft) 

N Frame stiffness coefficient, relating to effective width of shell inter- 
acting with frame, inner hull (non-dimensional) 

N' Frame stiffness coefficient, relating to effective width of shell inter- 
acting with frame, outer hull (non-dimensional) 

N* Weight of air (lb) 

P Circumferential load on outer hull (lb/in) 

P Total end force in wing bulkhead due to blowing pressure (lb) e 
2 PATM      Atmospheric pressure at sea level (lb/ft ) 

o 
P* Ambient sea pressure outside top of tank (lb/ft ) 

2 
p Hydrostatic pressure at hull axis (lb/in ) 

2 
p * Total pressure at hull axis (hydrostatic plus blow) (lb/in ) 
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o 
p* Pressure In tank (lb/ft ) 

V-3 ^ QA Flow of air (fr/sec) 

3 
Qw Flow of water (ft /sec) 

Q* Heat energy (ft-lb) 

IL, Inner hull radius, to mid-thickness of plating (in) 

R Outer hull radius, to mid-thickness of plating (in) 

ft-lb 
R* Universal gas constant (53.3 ) 

lb-OR7 

r Reserve buoyancy factor [     b^ast weight  
V wt. in Cond. N, surf. 

T. Average hoop load in frame, between struts (lb) 

T. . Hoop force in outer hull frame at any position x (lb) 
(X) 

T f Air temperature (°R) 

Tg Stagnation temperature of air (°R) 

tB Thickness of wing bulkhead plating (in) 

t„ Thickness of inner hull plating (in) 

t Thickness of outer hull plating (in) 

t* Time (differentiation with respect to time is indicated by dots, 
dx      •   v  * 

e«S«'"dt =x > <SfcC> 

U Energy (ft-lb) 

u Axial velocity of submarine (ft/sec) 

V' Shell stiffness coefficient, outer hull (non-dimensional) 
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W 

w* 

WMAX 

x 

*1 

y 

ys 

h 
y 

■•m* 

y 

z 

z, 

Volume of air in tank (ft ) 

3 
Total blowable volume of tank (ft ) 

Depth of flood hole baffles, parallel to flow (ft) 

Load in strut (lb) 

Flow rate of air (lb/sec) 

Maximum flow rate air (lb/sec) 

Distance along frame from midpoint between struts (radians or degrees) 

Displacement of exciting force, F (ft) 

Displacement of mass, m (ft) 

Axial distance from ship CG to ballast tank (negative aft) (ft) 

Deflection of frame-shell combination (in) 

Deflection of shell (unrestrained) (in) 

Strut elongation (in) 

Radial contraction of inner hull due to hydrostatic pressure (in) 

Center of pressure on segment of wing bulkhead, from hull axis (in) 

Center of pressure on segment of wing bulkhead, from mid-thickness of 
inner hull plating (in) 

Net deflection of shell from frame (y-y_) (in) 

High of ship CG above base line (ft) 

3 
Section modulus of outer hull frame flange, for A-,   (in ) 

3 
Section modulus of outer hull plate flange, for Ap  (in ) 

Depth from ocean surface to tank top (ft) 
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B 

sw 

r 
A 

kH 

km 

kN 

Depth from ocean surface to CG of ship (ft) 

Rise rate (vertical ship velocity) due to buoyancy (ft/sec) 

Rise rate due to axial ship velocity (ft/sec) 

Half-angle between struts (radians or degrees) 
-1/2 Hull parameter, 1.285 (Roy   l" 

3 
Density of sea water (lb/ft ) 

Normal (hoop) force coefficient at position x (non-dimensional) 

Average normal (hoop) force coefficient at position x (non-dimensional) 

y+y3-y2 (m) 

Deflection due to normal (hoop) force caused by strut restraint (in) 

Total radial deflection of inner and outer hulls due to strut effect (in) 

Deflection of frame at any position x from deflected position on unrestrained 
shell (in) 

LR Radial deformation of outer hull caused by A zo (in) 

*R£ 

ZO 

*1 

AP 

OP 

s 

V 

Radial deflection of frame centroid from original position, due to start 
restraint (in) 

Average deflection of outer hull plating between frames (in) 

Total deflection of outer hull frame due to strut (Apg + AH) (in) 

Differential pressure across ballast tank structure, due to blowing or 
expansion (lb/in2) 

Pressure drop across flood hole (lb/ft2) 

Deflection coefficient at position x (non-dimensional) 

Axial strain in strut (in/in) 

Circumferential strain (in/in) 
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Longitudinal strain (in/in) 

Stiffness coefficient, inner hull (non-dimensional) 

Stiffness coefficient, outer hull (non-dimensional) 

Pitch angle (degree of radians) 

Poisson's ratio 

Moment coefficient at any position x (non-dimensional) 

Radius factor (non-dimensional) 

Stress (lb/in2) 

Longitudinal stress in outer hull plating at edge of wing bulkhead (lb/in2) 

Longitudinal stress in outer hull plating, at edge of frame, for any 
position x (lb/in2) 

Longitudinal stress in plating at the frame of a uniformly ring-stiffened 
shell (lb/in2) 

Longitudinal stress at midbay of outer hull (lb/in2) 

Axial stress in strut (lb/in ) 

Longitudinal membrane stress produced by axial contraction of inner 
hull under hydrostatic pressure, p (lb/in2) 

Circumferential stress in outer hull plating adjacent to wing bulkhead 
(Lb/in2) 

Circumferential stress in outstanding flange of outer hull frame, for any 
circumferential position x (lb/in2) 

2 
Mean circumferential stress in inner hull plating (lb/in ) 

Circumferential stress in outer hull plating, midlength between frames 
(lb/in2) 

Stress in outer hull developed from longitudinal strain transferred from 
inner hull (lb/in2) 

31 
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a6v(x)      Circumferential stress in the outer hull shell flange, for any position x Yvy ' (lb/in2) 

'N Parameters for adjusting shape of blow rate curve (non-dimensional) 
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SUPERSTRUCTURE 
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BAUAST TANKS 

C 
Typical Submarine Of W W I Period 

Figure 5 
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U.S.S. PICKEREL | SS-524) 

Surfacing with a 48° Up Angle from a Depth of 150 Feet 

Figure 6 
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Air Pressure 

Tank 
Boundary 

Dancing 
Force 

a) Raal System b) Simplification    c) Analog 

L 

DEVELOPMENT OF ANALOO FOR TRANSIENT LOADING 

Figure 8 

2Lao -4 -Bfi ». 

Area of Piston 

(ODD 

d?i 

Outer Hull 

Pressure | 

r Outer Hull Plating 

i  Actual Deflected Shape 

Linear Approximation to Deflected Shape 

• 

a) Simplified Tank Expansion Deflection of Outer Hull Plating 
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DETERMINATION OF TANK SPRING CONSTANT 

Figure 9 
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a) Initial 
Configuration 
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Contracts 
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o) Strut* Poll 
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Inward and 
Outer Hull 
Flexes 

d) Blow Pressure 
Extends Struts 
and Expands 
Outer Hull 

SEQUENCE OF LOAD DBFLECTIOKS 

(Transverse Section Through Main Ballast Tank) 

Figure 12 

Location of 
Outer Hull Under 
Free Expansion —. 

Deflection of Outer 
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-*- Strut Elongation 

Deflection of Outer 
Hull Between Frames 
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Structure — 
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Outer Hull 

LOADING ON WING BULKHEAD 

Figure 15 

PRESSURE HULL DEFLECTION 

Figur« 16 
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b) Longitudinal Section 
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Figure 17 
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Distance - Tank Top to Water Surface - n^, feet 

(For maximum condition, use distance 

from tank top to flood hole, hT) 

PRESS IBB DIFFERENTIAL AT SURFACE OF BALLAST WATER« 

(For »Standard" Tank with VT - 100 Ä) 

Figure 18 
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* 

a r a r 
1 57.29434500 46 1.17792630 
2 28.64498500 47 1.14992140 
3 19.09423500 48 L12301850 
4 14.31812900 49 1.09715000 
5 11.45188300 50 1.07225360 
6 9.54057000 51 1.04827190 
7 8.17492900 52 *.02515200 
8 7.15033400 53 1.00284490 
9 6.35310300 54 .98130540 

10 5.71502700 55 .96049120 
11 5.19269900 56 .94036335 
12 4.75718290 57 ,92088555 
13 4.38844430 58 .90202400 
14 4.07217380 59 .88374715 
15 3.79787760 60 .86602550 
16 3.55768540 61 .84883175 
17 3.34557860 62 .83213990 
18 3.15687620 63 .81592600 
19 2.98788270 64 .80016740 
20 2.83564130 65 .78484295 
21 2.69775890 66 .76993260 
22 2.57227730 67 .75541770 
23 2.45757880 68 .74128060 
24 2.35231540 69 .72750460 
25 2.25535450 70 .71407410 
26 2.16573820 71 .70097430 
27 2.08265020 72 .68819110 
28 2.00539070 73 .67571135 
29 1.93335680 74 .66352255 
30 1.86602560 75 .65161280 
31 1.80294200 78 .63997090 
32 1.74370740 77 .62858625 
33 1.68797190 78 .61744865 
34 1.63542650 79 .60654860 
35 1.58579760 80 .59587685 
36 1.53884200 81 .58542490 
37 1.49434260 82 .57518435 
38 1.45210560 83 .56514730 
39 1.41195660 84 .55530640 
40 1.37373890 85 .54565435 
41 1.33731090 86 .53618445 
42 1.30254470 87 .52689015 
43 1.26932410 88 .51776525 
44 1.23754360 89 .50880375 
45 1.20710690 90 .50000010 

TABLE 1 - AVERAGE NORMAL (HOOP) COEFFICIENT,   T 
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a 

FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS 

0* 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

1 +.00000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 
2 +.00000025 .0000010 .0000005 .0000002 .0000005 .0000005 .0000005 
3 +.00000100 .0000010 .0000007 .0000007 .0000002 0.0000000 0.0000000 o! 
4 -.00000300 -.0000030 -.0000032 -.0000040 -.0000045 -.0000050 -.0000050 -. 
5 -.00000675 -.0000067 -.0000077 -.0000087 -.0000100 -.0000110 -.0000112 -. 
6 -.00001042 -.0300107 -.0000122 -.0000140 -.0000160 -.0000177 -.0000182 -. 
7 -.00001762 -.0000182 -.0000205 -.0000235 -.0000267 -.0000295 -.0000302 -, 
8 -.00002652 -.0000275 -.0000307 -.0000352 -.0000402 -.0000442 -.0000455 -. 
9 -.00003790 -.0000395 -.0000440 -.0000505 -.0000577 -.0000635 -.0000650 -. 

10 -.00005190 -.0000542 -.0000602 -.0000692 -.0000792 -.0000870 -.0000892 -. 
11 -.00006897 -.0000720 -.0000802 -.0000922 -.0001052 -.0001157 -.0001187 -. 
12 -.00009017 -.0000939 -.0001047 -.0001203 -.0001373 -.0001510 -.0001549 -. 
13 -.00011480 -.0001196 -.0001333 -.0001532 -.0001749 -.0001923 -.0001974 -, 
14 -.00014365 -.0001497 -.0001668 -.0001918 -.0002190 -.0002408 -.0002473 -. 
15 -.00017692 -.0001844 -.0002055 -.0002362 -.0002699 -.0002969 -.0003050 -. 
16 -.00021520 -.0002243 -.0002500 -.0002874 -.0003283 -.0003613 -.0003714 -. 
17 -.00025872 -.0002696 -.0003005 -.0003456 -.0003949 -.0004347 -.0004470 -. 
18 -.00030785 -.0003208 -.0003576 -.0004112 -.0004701 -.0005176 -.0005325 -. 
19 -.00036277 -.0003781 -.0004215 -.0004847 -.0005542 -.0006106 -.0006285 -. 
20 -.00042432 -.0004422 -.0004930 -.0005671 -.0006485 -.0007147 -.0007361 -. 
21 -.00049255 -.0005133 -.0005723 -.0006584 -.0007532 -.0008303 -.0008557 -. 
22 -.00056785 -.0005919 -.0006599 -.0007593 -.0008688 -.0009583 -.0009882 -. 
23 -.00065077 -.0006783 -.0007563 -.0008704 -.0009962 -.0010994 -.0011344 -. 
24 -.00074165 -.0007731 -.0008621 -.0009922 -.0011360 -.0012542 -.0012952 -. 
25 -.00084102 -.0008767 -.0009777 -.0011254 -.0012890 -.0014238 -.0014714 -. 
26 -.00094920 -.0009894 -.0011035 -.0012705 -.0014557 -.0016088 -.0016638 -. 
27 -.00106670 -.0011120 -.0012402 -.0014283 -.0016369 -.0018101 -.0018735 -. 
28 -.00119397 -.0012447 -.0013884 -.0015992 -.0018335 -.0020286 -.0021014 -. 
29 -.00133150 -.0013881 -.0015484 -.0017840 -.0020461 -.0022652 -.0023485 -. 
30 -.00147982 -.0015427 -.0017211 -.0019833 -.0022756 -.0025209 -.0026160 -, 
31 -.00163937 -.0017091 -.0019069 -.0021979 -.0025229 -.0027966 -.0029048 -. 
32 -.00181072 -.0018878 -.0021065 -.0024285 -.0027888 -.0030933 -.0032162 -, 
33 -.00199440 -.0020793 -.0023204 -.0026758 -.0030741 -.0034122 -.0035513 -. 
34 -.00219102 .0022884 -.0025495 -.0029407 -.0033800 -.0037544 -.0039115 -. 
35 -.00240110 -.0025035 -.0027943 -.0032239 -.0037072 -.0041210 -.0042980 -. 
36 -.00262522 -.0027372 -.0030556 -.0035262 -.0040569 -.0045130 -.0047123 -. 
37 -.00286410 -.0029864 -.0033340 -.0038486 -.0044300 -.0049320 -.0051557 -. 

38 -.00311827 -.0032514 -.0036304 -.0041919 -.0048277 -.0053791 -.0050298 -, 

39 -.00338847 -.0035333 -.0039456 -.0045572 -.0052511 -.0058558 -.0061363 -.< 

40 -.00367535 -.0038326 -.0042802 -.0049452 -.0057013 -.0063634 -.0066767 "• 
41 -.00397985 -.0041500 -.0046353 -.0053570 -.0061796 -.0069034 -.0072529 
42 -.00430210 -.0044864 -.0050117 -.0057938 -.0066873 -.0074774 -.0078667 -. 

43 -.00464347 -.0048425 -.0054102 -.0062566 -.0072257 -.0080870 -.0085200 -.' 

44 -.00500455 -.0052192 -.0058319 -.0067464 -.0077962 -.0087340 -.0092149 -. 

45 -.00538620 -.0056174 -.0062777 -.0072645 -.0084003 -.0094201 -.0099536 -.< 

T/ kBLE 2A - £ )EFLECTIO N COEFFIC1 IENT/8x (1 < 

A 
*  At x/a = 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
**At x/a= 1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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5, x$ FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS, x/a 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0** 

100 
110 
10 
130 
167 
07 
182 

'5 

.0001 

.0001 
0.000 
-.000 
-.0001 
-.0001 
-.000 
-.000 
-.OOOi 
-.000 
-.000 „ 
-.OOOIÄ39 
-.0001*96 
-.000: 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 

[97 
(44 
543 

fe08 
781 

131 
767 
B94 
120 
147 
381 
427 
D91 

.0000000 

.0000005 

.0000007 
-.0000032 
-.0000077 
-.0000122 
-.0000205 
-.0000307 
-.0000440 
-.0000602 
-.0000802 
-.0001047 
-.0001333 
-.0001668 
-.0002055 
-.0002500 
-.0003005 
-.0003576 
-.0004215 
-.0004930 
-.0005723 
-.0006599 
-.0007563 
-.0008621 
-.0009777 
-.0011035 
-.0012402 
-.0013884 
-.0015484 
-.0017211 
-.0019069 
-.0021065 
-.0023204 
-.0025495 
-.0027942 
-.0030556 
-.0033340 
-.0036304 
-.0039456 
-.0042802 
-.0046353 
-.0050117 
-.0054102 
-.0058319 
-.0062777 

.0000000 

.0000002 

.0000007 
-.0000040 
-.0000087 
-.0000140 
-.0000235 
-.0000352 
-.0000505 
-.0000692 
-.0000922 
-.0001203 
-.0001532 
-.0001918 
-.0002362 
-.0002874 
-.0003456 
-.0004112 
-.0004847 
-.0005671 
-.0006584 
-.0007593 
-.0008704 
-.0009922 
-.0011254 
-.0012705 
-.0014283 
-.0015992 
-.0017840 
-.0019833 
-.0021979 
-.0024285 
-.0026758 
-.0029407 
-.0032239 
-.0035262 
-.0038486 
.0041919 
.0045572 
.0049452 
.0053570 

-.0057938 
-.0082556 
-.0067464 
-.0072645 

.0000000 

.0000005 

.0000002 
-.0000045 
-.0000100 
-.0000160 
-.0000267 
-.0000402 
-.0000577 
-.0000792 
-.0001052 
-.0001373 
-.0001749 
-.0002190 
-.0002699 
-.0003283 
-.0003949 
-.0004701 
-.0005542 
-.0C06485 
-.007532 
-.0008688 
-.0009962 
-.0011360 
-.0012890 
-.0014557 
-.0016369 
-.0018335 
-.0020461 
-.0022756 
-.0025229 
-.0027888 
-.0030741 
-.0033800 
-.0037072 
-.0040569 
-.0044300 
-.0048277 
-.0052511 
.0057013 
.0061796 
-.0066873 
-.0072257 
-.0077962 
-.0084003 

.0000000 

.0000005 
0.0000000 
-.0000050 
-.0000110 
-.0000177 
-.0000295 
-.0000442 
-.0000635 
-.0000870 
-.0001157 
-.0001510 
-.0001923 
-.0002408 
-.0002969 
-.0003613 
-.0004347 
-.0005176 
-.0006106 
-.0007147 
-.0008303 
-.0009583 
-.0010994 
-.0012542 
-.0014238 
-.0016088 
-.0018101 
-.0020286 
-.0022652 
-.0025209 
-.0027966 
-.0030933 
-.0034122 
-.0037544 
-.0041210 
-.0045130 
-.0049320 
-.0053791 
-.0058558 
-.0063634 
-.0069034 
-.0074774 
-.0080870 
-.0087340 
-.0094201 

.0000000 

.0000005 
0.0000000 
-.0000050 
-.0000112 
-.0000182 
-.0000302 
-.0000455 
-.0000650 
-.0000892 
-.0001187 
-.0001549 
-.0001974 
-.0002473 
-.0003050 
-.0003714 
-.0004470 
-.0005325 
-.0006285 
-.0007361 
-.0008557 
-.0009882 
-.0011344 
-.0012952 
-.0014714 
-.0016638 
-.0018735 
-.0021014 
-.0023485 
-.0026160 
-.0029048 
-.0032162 
-.0035513 
- 0039115 
-.0042980 
-.0047123 
-.0051557 
-.0056298 
-.0081363 
-.0066767 
-.0072529 
-.0078667 
-.0085200 

-.0092149 
-.0099536 

.0000000 

.0000002 
0.0000000 
-.0000045 
-.0000102 
-.0000167 
-.0000275 
-.0000412 
-.0000592 
-.0000812 
-.0001085 
-.0001414 
-.0001804 
-.0002261 
-.0002790 
-.0003399 
-.0004094 
-.0004882 
-.0005766 
-.0006759 
-.0007864 
-.0009090 
-.0010446 
-.0011938 
-.0013577 
-.0015370 
-.0017328 
-.0019460 
-.0021776 
-.0024289 
-.0027008 
-.0029946 
-.0033116 
-.0036533 
-.0040207 
-.0044156 
-.0048395 
-.0052940 
-.0057810 
-.0063021 
-.0068596 
-.0074553 
-.0080915 
-.0087705 
-.0094949 

.0000000 

.0000005 

.0000010 
-.0000030 
-.0000075 
-.0000117 
-.0000195 
-.0000295 
-.0000425 
-.0000582 
-.0000775 
-.0001014 
-.0001294 
-.0001624 
-.0002006 
-.0002447 
-.0002952 
-.0003524 
-.0004168 
-.0004891 
-.0005703 
-.0006604 
-.0007602 
-.0008704 
-.0009919 
-.0011252 
-.0012712 
-.0014308 
-.0016048 
-.0017942 
-.0020001 
-.0022234 
-.0024654 
-.0027272 
-.0030102 
-.0033156 
-.0036451 
.0040001 

-.0043823 
-.0047936 
-.0052358 
.0057110 

-.0062214 
-.0067694 
-.0073574 

.0000000 

.0000005 

.0000020 
-.0000002 
-.0000017 
-.0000020 
-.0000042 
-.0000067 
-.0000100 
-.0000135 
-.0000180 
-.0000240 
-.0000308 
-.0000390 
-.0000485 
-0000596 
-.0000726 
-.0000874 
.0001042 

-.0001235 
-.0001454 
-.0001701 
-.0001979 
-.0002291 
-.0002640 
-.0003029 
-.0003464 
-.0003947 
-.0004483 
-.0005077 
.0005734 

-.0006461 
-.0007263 
-.0008147 
-.0009121 
-.0010193 
.0011372 
.0012667 
.0014090 
.0015651 
.0017363 

-.0019240 
.0021298 

-.0023551 
-.0026020 

.0000000 

.0000015 

.0000040 

.0000045 

.0000070 

.0000135 

.0000205 

.0000305 

.0000432 

.0000595 

.0000795 

.0001029 

.0001311 

.0001639 

.0002020 

.0002456 

.0002951 

.0003510 

.0004139 

.0004837 

.0005614 

.0006471 

.0007414 

.0008447 

.0009575 

.0010803 

.0012136 

.0013579 

.0015138 

.0016818 

.0016825 

.0020563 

.0022640 

.0024861 

.0027233 

.0029763 

.0032456 

.0035321 

.0038383 

.0041591 

.0045012 

.0048634 

.0052466 

.0056516 

.0060793 

TABLE 2A - DEFLECTION COEFFICIENT/ 8x (I < a /4SJ 

* At x/a - 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** At x/a = 1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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\\ i A»..«-»ä,L MHW 

a 
FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (of) BETWEEN STRUTS,   x/a 

0* 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
46 -.00578925 -.0060380 -.006i486 -.0078122 -.0090393 -.0101472 -.0107383 -.0102672 -.( 
47 -.00621460 -.0064818 -.0072457 -.0083906 -.0097150 -.0109173 -.0115715 -.0110904 -.( 
48 -.00666320 -.0069499 -.0077701 -.0090011 -.0104290 -.0117323 -.0124556 -.0119672 -•< 
49 -.00713597 -.0074433 -.0083229 -.0096451 -.0111829 -.0125945 -.0133934 -.0129010 -.C 
50 -.00763401 -.0079630 -.0089055 -.0103241 -.0119787 -.0135062 -.0143878 -.0138951 -.0 
51 -.00815829 -.0085102 -.0095189 -.0110396 -.0128181 -.0144696 -.0154415 -.0149531 -.0 
52 -.00870996 -.0090860 -.0101645 -.0117930 -.0137032 -.0154875 -.0165578 -.0160788 -.0 
53 -.00929014 -.0096915 -.0108437 -.0125861 -.0143360 -.0165622 -.0177401 -.0172764 -.C 
54 -.00990002 -.0103282 -.0115580 -.0134207 -.0156187 -.0176967 -.0189919 -.0185503 -.C 
55 -.01054083 -.0109971 -.0123086 -.0142984 -.0166535 -.0188937 -.0203169 -.0199050 -.C 
56 -.01121394 -.0116998 -.0130973 -.0152212 -.0177429 -.0201565 -.0217190 *-. 0213456 -.0 
57 -.01192062 -.0124375 -.0139257 -.0161910 -.0188892 -.0214882 -.0232025 -.0228775 -.C 
58 -.01266231 -.0132119 -.0147953 -.0172099 -.0200951 -.0228922 -.0247718 -.0245063 -.C 
59 -.01344052 -.0140245 -.0157081 -.0182800 -.0213634 -.0243720 -.0264317 -.0262384 -.C 
80 -.01425674 -.0148767 -.0166658 -.0194036 -.0226968 -.0259315 -.0281871 -.0280801 -.c 
61 -.01511265 -.0157705 -.0176704 -.0205831 -.0240986 -.0275746 -.0300434 -.0300387 -.c 
62 -.01600994 -.0167075 -.0187239 -.0218209 -.0255717 -.0293056 -.0320062 -.0321216 -.c 
63 -.01695033 -.0176897 -.0198284 -.0231196 -.0271196 -.0311288 -.0340815 -.0343372 -.( 
64 -.01793569 -.018/188 -.0209861 -.0244819 -.0287457 -.0330490 -.0362758 -.0366941 -.( 
65 -.01896797 -.0197970 -.0221994 -.0259107 -.0304537 -.0350710 -.0385958 -.0392019 -.( 
66 -.02004925 -.0209265 -.0234708 -.0274090 -.0322475 -.0372002 -.0410488 -.0418708 -.( 
67 -.02118160 -.0221094 -.0248026 -.0289798 -.0341312 -.0394419 -.0436426 -.0447117 -.( 
68 -.02236728 -.0233481 -.0261977 -.0306266 -.0361091 -.0418022 -.0463854 -.0477367 -.( 
69 -.02360866 -.0246450 -.0276589 -.0323528 -.0381858 -.0442872 -.0492859 -.0509584 -.( 
70 -.02490820 -.0260028 -.0291891 -.0341621 -.0403659 -.0469035 -.0523537 -.0543911 -.( 
71 -.02626844 .0274241 -.0307915 -.0360581 -.0426545 -.0496579 -.0555986 -.0580495 -.( 
72 -.02769215 -.0289118 -.0324692 -.0380451 -.0450569 -.0525579 -.0590316 -.0619502 -.( 
73 -.02918218 -.0304690 -.0342258 -.0401273 -.0475788 -.0556112 -.0626641 -.0661109 -.( 
74 -.03074153 -.0320987 -.0360648 -.0423091 -.0502260 -.0588263 -.0665084 -.0705509 -.( 
75 -.03237340 -.0338043 -.0379901 -.0445953 -.0530049 -.0622119 -.0705776 -.0752912 -.( 
76 -.03408106 -.0355892 -.0400056 -.0469907 -.0559220 -.0657773 -.0748860 -.0803548 -.( 
77 -.03586802 -.0374572 -.0421156 -.0495008 -.0589842 -.0695325 -.0794487 -.0857665 -.( 
78 -.03773797 -.0394120 -.0443244 -.0521309 -.0621990 -.0734881 -.084*2819 -.0915537 -.( 
79 -.03969484 -.0414579 -.0466369 -.0548869 -.0655742 -.0776553 -.0894033 -.0977463 -.( 
80 -.04174270 -.0435990 -.0490580 -.0577750 -.0691181 -.0820461 -.0948316 -.1043768 -.] 

81 -.04388587 -.0458399 -.0515927 -.0608017 -.0728395 -.0866732 -.1005872 -.1114812 -. ] 

82 -.04612895 -.0481855 -.0542468 -.0639739 -.0767476 -.0915504 -.1066918 -.1190989 -. ] 

83 -.04847672 -.0506407 -.0570259 -.0672989 -.0808523 -.0966920 -.1131691 -.1272733 -.] 

84 -.05093427 -.0532109 -.0599362 -.0707843 -.0851640 -.1021136 -.1200445 -.1360521 -. ] 

85 -.05350705 -.0559018 -.0829843 -.0744383 -.0896939 -.1078318 -.1273454 -.1454882 -.] 

86 -.05620066 -.0587193 -.0661769 -.0782695 -.0944538 -.1138641 -.1351016 -.1556400 -.: 

87 -.05902118 -.0616697 -.0695214 -.0822871 -.0994561 -.1202294 -.1433451 -.1665721 -.: 

88 -.06197499 -.0647598 -.0730255 -.0865008 -.1047143 -.1269480 -.1521109 -.1783567 < —. * 

89 -.06506882 -.0679967 -.0766974 -.0909208 -.1102424 -.1340415 -.1614367 -.1910735 —. * 

90 -.06830984 -.0713877 -.0805457 -.0955582 -.1160555 -.1415331 -.1713634 -.2048120 —. < 

TABLE 2B-DEFLECTION COEFFICIENT, 8x (45 <a < 90) 

* At xAi= 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** At x/a= 1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (or) BETWEEN STRUTS,   x/o 

0.2 
)0 

118 
199 
133 
|30 
)2 

160 
115 
)2 
n 
)8 
?5 

119 
15 

[67 
|05 

F5 
197 
188 
>70 
865 
)94 
181 
150 
)28 
241 
118 
390 
»87 

13 
392 
572 
120 
579 
990 
399 
855 
407 
109 
018 
193 

5697 
7598 
»967 
3877 

-.0067486 
-.0072457 
-.0077701 
-.0083229 
-.0089055 
-.0095189 
-.0101645 
-.0108437 
-.0115580 
-.0123086 
-.0130973 
-.0139257 
-.0147953 
-.0157081 
-.0166658 
-.0176704 
-.0187239 
-.0198284 
-.0209861 
-.0221994 
-.0234708 
-.0248026 
-.0261977 
-.0276589 
-.0291891 
-.0307915 
-.0324692 
-.0342258 
-.0360648 
-.0379901 
-.0400056 
-.0421156 
-.0443244 
-.0466369 
-.0490580 
-.0515927 
-.0542468 
-.0570259 
-.0599362 
-.0629843 
-.0661769 
■0695214 
-.0730255 
-.0766974 
-.0805457 

0.3 
-.0078122 
-.0083906 
-.0090011 
-.0096451 
-.0103241 
-.0110396 
-.0117930 
-.0125861 
-.0134207 
-.0142984 
-.0152212 
-.0161910 
-.0172099 
-.0182800 
-.0194036 
.0205831 

-.0218209 
.0231196 

-.0244819 
-.0259107 
-.0274090 
-.0289798 
-.0306266 
-.0323528 
-.0341621 
-.0360581 
-.0380451 
-.0401273 
-.0423091 
-.0445953 
-.0469907 
-.0495008 
-.0521309 
-.0548869 
-.0577750 
-.0608017 
-.0639739 
-.0672989 
-.0707843 
-.0744383 
-.0782695 
-.0822871 
-.0865008 
-.0909208 
-.0955582 

0.4 
-.0090393 
-.0097150 
-.0104290 
-.0111829 
-.0119787 
-.0128181 
-.0137032 
-.0146360 
-.0156187 
-.0166535 
-.0177429 
-.0188892 
-.0200951 
-.0213634 
-.0226968 
-.0240986 
-.0255717 
-.0271196 
-.0287457 
-.0304537 
-.0322475 
-.0341312 
-.0361091 
-.0381858 
-.0403559 
-.0426545 
-.0450569 
-.0475788 
-.0502260 
-.0530049 
-.0559220 
-.0589842 
-.0621990 
-.0655742 
-.0691181 
-.0728395 
-.0767476 
-.0808523 
-.0851640 
-.0896939 
-.0944538 
-.0994561 
-.1047143 
-.1102424 
-.1160555 

0.5 
-.0101472 
-.0109173 
-.0117323 
-.0125945 
-.0135062 
-.0144696 
-.0154875 
-.0165622 
-.0176967 
-.0188937 
-.0201565 
-.0214882 
-.0228922 
-.0243720 
-.0259315 
-.0275746 
-.0293056 
-.0311288 
-.0330490 
-.0350710 
-.0372002 
-.0394419 
-.0418022 
-.0442872 
-.0469035 
-.0496579 
-.0525579 
-.0556112 
-.0588263 
-.0622119 
-.0657773 
-.0695325 
-.0734881 
-.0776553 
-.0820461 
-.0866732 
-.0915504 
-.0966920 
-.1021136 
-.1078318 
-.1138641 
-.1202294 
-.1269480 
-.1340415 
.1415331 

0.6 

-.0107383 
-.0115715 
-.0124556 
-.0133934 
-.0143878 
-.0154415 
-.0165578 
.0177401 

-.0189919 
-.0203169 
-.0217190 
-.0232025 
-.0247718 
-.0264317 
-.0281871 
-.0300434 
-.0320062 
-.0340815 
-.0362758 
-.0385958 
-.0410488 
-.0436426 
-.0463854 
-.0492859 
-.0523537 
-.0555986 
-.0590316 
-.0626641 
-.0665084 
-.0705776 
-.0748860 
-.0794487 
-.0842819 
-.0894033 
-.0948316 
.1005872 

-.1066918 
-.1131691 
-.1200445 
-.1273454 
-.1351016 
-.1433451 
-.1521109 
-.1614367 
-.1713634 

0.7 

-.0102672 
-.0110904 
-.0119672 
-.0129010 
-.0138951 
-.0149531 
-.0160788 
-.0172764 
-.0185503 
-.0199050 
-.0213456 
-.0228775 
-.0245063 
-.0262384 
-.0280801 
-.0300387 
-.0321216 
-.0343372 
-.0366941 
-.0392019 
-.0418708 
-.0447117 
-.0477367 
-.0509584 
-.0543911 
-.0580495 
-.0619502 
-.CS61109 
-.0705509 
-.0752912 
-.0803548 
-.0857665 
-.0915537 
-.0977463 
-.1043768 
-.1114812 
-.1190989 
-.1272733 
-.1360521 
-.1454882 
-.1556400 
-.1665721 
-.1783567 
-.1910735 
-.2048120 

0.8 

-.0079883 
-.0086650 
-.0093905 
-.0101682 
-.0110020 
-.0118957 
-.0128535 
-.0138800 
-.0149804 
-.0161598 
-.0174243 
-.0187802 
-.0202343 
-.0217942 
-.0234680 
-.0252648 
-.0271941 
-.0292668 
-.0314943 
-.0338895 
-.0364665 
-.0392407 
-.0422290 
-.0454503 
-.0489252 
.0526767 

-.0567303 
-.0611143 
-.0658603 
.0710034 

-.0765833 
-.0826441 
-.0892356 
-.0964142 
-.1042436 
-.1127959 
-.1221537 
-.1324111 
.1436765 

-.1560746 
-.1697499 
-.1848707 
-.2016337 
-.2202706 
-.2410553 

0.9 1.0** 

-.0029723 
-.0031683 
-.0034922 
-.0038467 
-.0042348 
-.0046595 
-.0051244 
-.0056334 
-.0061906 
-.0068009 
-.0074694 
-.0082021 
-.0090052 
-.0098861 
-.0108526 
-.0119140 
-.0130800 
-.0143622 
.0157729 

-.0173267 
-.0190396 
-.0209300 
-.0230186 
-.0253293 
-.0278893 
-.0307297 
-.0338865 
-.0374015 
-.0413231 
-.0457080 
-.0506228 
-.0561462 
-.0623717 
-.0694115 
.0774007 

-.0865039 
-.0969230 
-.1089087 
-.1227753 
-.1389223 
-.1578652 
-.1802796 
-.2070684 
-.2394654 
-.2792007 

.0065306 

.0070064 

.0075078 

.0080358 

.0085914 

.0091759 

.0097902 

.0104357 

.0111136 

.0118252 

.0125718 

.0133550 

.0141761 

.0150367 

.0159385 

.0168832 

.0178723 

.0189080 

.0199920 

.0211264 

.0223132 

.0235548 

.0248534 

.0262115 

.0276315 

.0291163 

.0306684 

.0322911 

.0339872 

.0357600 

.0376131 

.0395499 

.0415743 

.0436902 

.0459018 

.0482136 

.0506301 

.0531565 

.0557977 

.0585594 

.0614472 

.0644675 

.0676266 

.0709313 

.0743891 

TABLE 2B-DEFLECTION COEFFICIENT, 8x (45 <o < 90) 

* At x/b- 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** At xA*= 1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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a 

FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS, x/o 

0* 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

1 .0014560 .0014170 .0012865 .0010685 ,0007630 .0003700 -.0001100 -.0006775 -.oo: 
2 .0029100 .0028230 .0025610 .0021245 .0015135 .0007280 -.0002320 -.0013665 -.00! 
3 .0043650 .0042355 .0038425 .0031880 .0022710 .0010925 -.0003475 -.0020500 -.00< 
4 .0058215 .0056470 .0051230 .0042495 .0030270 .00145F0 -.0004655 -.0027355 -.00! 
5 .0072790 .0070605 .0064050 .0053130 .0037840 .0018185 -.0005835 -.0034215 -.00* 
6 .0087382 .0084759 .0076891 .0063779 .0045423 .0021827 -.0007007 -.0041077 -.001 
7 .0101990 .0098928 .0089743 .0074436 .0053009 .0025465 -.0008190 -.0047953 -.001 
8 .0116623 .0113118 .0102613 .0085107 .0060603 .0029105 -.0009378 -.0054842 -.OK 
9 .0131278 .0127335 .0115506 .0095795 .0068207 .0032749 -.0010572 -.0061744 -.01! 
10 .0145963 .0141577 .0128422 .0106502 .0075823 .0036394 -.0011772 -.0068662 -.01; 
11 .0160680 .0155851 .0141365 .0117229 .0083450 .0040041 -.0012981 -.0075598 -.OK 
12 .0175431 .0170156 .0154336 .0127976 .0091088 .0043689 -.0014200 -.0082555 -.OK 
13 .0190220 .0184498 .0167338 .0138748 .0098742 .0047340 -.0015429 -.0089534 -.or 
14 .0205050 .0198879 .0180374 .0149545 .0106410 .0050994 -.0016668 -.0096538 -.OK 
15 .0219924 .0213304 .0193448 .0160371 .0114095 .0054651 -.0017919 -.0103566 -.02( 
16 .0234845 .0227773 .0206561 .0171227 .0121797 .0058310 -.0019183 -.0110623 -.02] 
17 .0249818 .0242291 .0219716 .0182114 .0129518 .0061973 -.0020460 -.0117710 -.02! 
18 .0264846 .0256861 .0232917 .0193036 .0137258 .0065638 -.0021753 -.0124829 -.024 
19 .0279931 .0271487 .0246166 .0203996 .0145021 .0069308 -.0023059 -.0131981 -.02! 

20 .0295077 .0286172 .0259466 .0214993 .0152806 .0072981 -.0024383 -.0139170 -.Off 
21 .0310288 .0300918 .0272819 .0226030 .0160614 .0076658 -.0025724 -.0146396 -.02* 
22 .0325568 .0315730 .0286230 .0237112 .0168448 .0080339 -.0027083 -.0153662 -.02! 

23 .0340919 .0330610 .0299700 .0248238 .0176308 .0084025 -.0028462 -.0160971 -.031 

24 .0356346 .0345563 .0313233 .0259412 .0184196 .0087715 -.0029860 -.0168323 -.03! 

25 .0371852 .0360591 .0326831 .0270636 .0192112 .0091410 -.0031280 -.0175723 -.0* 

26 .0387441 .0375699 .0340499 .0281912 .0200059 .0095109 -.0032721 -.018G170 -.03! 

27 .0403117 .0390890 .0354238 .0293243 .0208038 .0098814 -.0034186 -.0190669 -.OS 

28 .0418883 .0406168 .0368053 .0304630 .0216050 .0102524 -.0035676 -.0198221 -.021 
29 .0434744 .0421536 .0381947 .0316077 .0224097 .0106240 -.0037190 -.0205827 -.03$ 

30 .0450703 .0436999 .0395922 .0327587 .0232179 .0109962 -.0038731 -.0213492 -.04] 

31 .0466765 .0452559 .0409982 .0339160 .0240299 .0113689 -.0040300 -.0221217 -.04! 

32 .0482934 .0468222 .0424132 .0350801 .0248458 .0117423 -.0041897 -.0229004 -.044 

33 .0499214 .0483991 .0438373 .0362511 .0256658 .0121163 -.0043524 -.0236856 -.04! 

34 .0515608 .0499869 .0452709 .0374294 .0264898 .0124909 -.0045182 -.0244776 -.041; 

35 .0532122 .0515863 .0467145 .0386151 .0273183 .0128662 -.0046872 -.0252766 -.04* 

36 .0548761 .0531975 .0481684 .0398087 .0281513 .0132423 -.0048596 -.0260828 -.05( 

37 .0565527 .0548210 .0496330 .0410103 .0289889 ,0136180 -.0050354 -.0268966 -.05] 

38 .0582428 .0564573 .0511086 .0422203 .0298315 .0139965 -.0052148 -.0277182 -.05! 

39 .0599466 .0581067 .0525957 .0434389 .0306789 .0143748 -.0053980 -.0285479 -.054 

40 .0616647 .0597698 .0540946 .0446665 .0315316 .0147538 -.0055850 -.0293859 -.05( 

41 .0633975 .0614470 .0556057 .0459033 .0323896 .0151337 -.0057760 -.0302326 -.05f 

42 .0651456 .0631389 .0571295 .0471497 .0332531 .0155144 -.0059712 -.0310883 -.05? 

43 .0669096 .0648459 .0586664 .0484060 .0341224 .0158900 -.0061706 -.0319532 -.061 

44 .0686839 .0665685 .0602169 .0496725 .0349975 .0162784 -.0063745 -.0328277 -.065 

45 .0704870 .0683072 .0617813 .0509496 .0358787 .0166617 -.0065830 -.0337121 -.064 

TA BLE 3A-MC »MENT COI 2FFICIENT, £x (1 < o 4 ;45) 

A 
*  Atx/ct-0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** Atx/b = 1.0, coefficient is at strut 

jmr: -nernw •- 
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1 
FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS, x/o 

o.. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0** 
.0013^ 
• 002tf 
.0040: 
.0053J 
.00660 
.0080: 
.0093^ 
.01072 
.0120^ 
.01340 
.01477. 
.01612 
.01749 
.01880 
.02022 
021591 
022961 
024 3<J 
0257» 
0271» 
028511 
0299» 
0313» 
032741 
034161 
0355S1 

.0012865 .0010685 .0007630 .0003700 -.0001100 -.0006775 -.0013315 -.0020735 -.0029025 

.0025610 .0021245 .0015135 .0007280 -.0002320 -.0013665 -.0026755 -.0041595 -.0058175 

.0038425 .0031880 .0022710 .0010925 -.0003475 -.0020500 -.0040135 -.0062395 -.0067265 

.0051230 .0042495 .0030270 .0014550 -.0004655 -.0027355 -.0053545 -.0083225 -.0116385 

.0064050 .0053130 .0037840 .0018185 -.0005835 -.0034215 -.0066960 -.0104060 -.0145520 

.0076891 .0063779 .0045423 .0021827 -.0007007 -.0041077 -.0080378 -.0124906 -.0174657 

.0089743 .0074436 .0053009 .0025465 -.0008190 -.0047953 -.0093817 -.0145777 -.0203823 

.0102613 .0085107 .0060603 .0029105 -.0009378 -.0054842 -.0107276 -.0166670 -.0233013 

.0115506 .0095795 .0068207 .0032749 -.0010572 -.0061744 -.0120754 -.0187588 -.0262230 

.0128422 .0106502 .0075823 .0036394 -.0011772 -.0068662 -.0134256 -.0208537 -.0291480 

.0141365 .0117229 .0083450 .0040041 -.0012981 -.0075598 -.0147785 -.0229518 -.0320765 

.0154336 .0127976 .0091088 .0043689 -.0014200 -.0082555 -.0161346 -.0250537 -.0350090 

.0167338 .0138748 .0098742 .0047340 -.0015429 -.0089534 -.0174938 -.0271596 -.0379458 

.0180374 .0149545 .0106410 .0050994 -.0016668 -.0096538 -.0188566 -.0292699 -.0408873 

.0193448 .0160371 .0114095 .0054651 -.0017919 -.0103566 -.0202232 -.0313848 -.0438338 

.0206561 .0171227 .0121797 .0058310 -.0019183 -.0110623 -.0215939 -.0335048 -.0467858 

.0219716 .0182114 .0129518 .0061973 -.0020460 -.0117710 -.0229691 -.0356303 -.0497436 

.0232917 .0193036 .0137258 .0065638 -.0021753 -.0124829 -.0243489 -.0377616 -.0527076 

.0246166 .0203996 .0145021 .0069308 -.0023059 -.0131981 -.0257337 -.0398989 -.0556781 

.0259466 .0214993 .0152806 .0072981 -.0024383 -.0139170 -.0271238 -.0420428 -.0586557 

.0272819 .0226030 .0160614 .0076658 -.0025724 -.0146396 -.0285196 -.0441936 -.0616407 

.0286230 .0237112 .0168448 .0080339 -.0027083 -.0153662 -.0299212 -.0463516 -.0646333 

.0299700 .0248238 .0176308 .0084025 -.0028462 -.0160971 -.0313290 -.0485173 -.0676342 

.0313233 .0259412 .0184196 .0087715 -.0029860 -.0168323 -.0327433 -.0506909 -.0706436 

.0326831 .0270636 .0192112 .0091410 -.0031280 -.0175723 -.0341645 -.0528730 -.0736621 

.0340499 .0261912 .0200059 .0095109 -.0032721 -.0183170 -.0355928 -.0550638 -.0766899 

.0354238 .0293243 .0208038 .0098814 -.0034186 -.0190669 -.0370286 -.0572638 -.0797277 

.0368053 .0304630 .0216050 .0102524 -.0035676 -.0198221 -.0384722 -.0594734 -.0827757 
A41 9   V .0381947 .0316077 .0224097 .0106240 -.0037190 -.0205827 -.0399239 -.0616931 -.0858344 
U4J.O   & 
0428 I 
nA.A'i m 

.0395922 .0327587 .0232179 .0109962 -.0038731 -.0213492 -.0413841 -.0639231 -.0889042 

.0409982 .0339160 .0240299 .0113689 -.0040300 -.0221217 -.0428532 -.0661*^0 -.0919857 
(\At\RiWr .0424132 .0350801 .0248458 .0117423 -.0041897 -.0229004 -.0443315 -.0684161 -.0950792 
n^7Qi V .0438373 .0362511 .0256658 .0121163 -.0043524 -.0236856 -.0458193 -.0706800 -.0981853 

.0452709 .0374294 .0264898 .0124909 -.0045182 -.0244776 -.0473170 -.0729561 -.1013045 

.0467145 .0386151 .0273183 .0128662 -.0046872 -.0252766 -.0488250 -.0752447 -.1044371 
1R1 filP .0481684 .0398087 .0281513 .0132423 -.0048596 -.0260828 -.0503437 -.0775464 -.1075837 
J01Ö (L .0496330 .0410103 .0289889 .0136190 -.0050354 -.0268966 -.0518734 -.0798617 -.1107449 

.0511086 .0422203 .0298315 .0139965 -.0052148 -.0277182 -.0534146 -.0821910 -.1139209 

.0525957 .0434389 .0306789 .0143748 -.0053980 -.0285479 -.0549676 -.0845348 -.1171126 

.0540946 .0446665 .0315316 .0147538 -.0055850 -.0293859 -.0565329 -.0868937 -.1203204 
)5811|0 .0556057 .0459033 .0323896 .0151337 -.0057760 -.0302326 -.0581109 -.0892681 -.1235448 
)D970J|Q .0571295 .0471497 .0332531 .0155144 -.0059712 -.0310883 -.0597020 -.0916585 -.1267863 
lß9Q9*^r,, .0586664 .0484060 .0341224 .0158960 -.0061706 -.0319532 -.0613066 -.0940655 -.1300456 

.0602169 .0496725 .0349975 .0162784 -.0063745 -.0328277 -.0629252 -.0964896 -.1333232 
ID%3SK|A .0617813 .0509496 .0358787 .0166617 -.0065830 -.0337121 -.0645583 -.0989315 -.1366197 

TABLE 3A-MOMENTCOEFFICIENT,C* (I < a ^45) 

* Atx/B-0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** AtxAi= 1.0, coefficient is at strut 

B 
A-24 

■ ■ 



IS _. 

a 

FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS, * t/a 

0* 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0 

46 .0723015 .0700626 .0633602 .0522375 .0367662 .0170459 -.0067962 -.0346067 -.06 
47 .0741341 .0718352 .0649540 .0535367 .0376601 .0174311 -.0070144 -.0355119 -.06 
48 .0759853 .0736256 .0665632 .0548475 .0385608 .0178173 -.0072375 -.0364280 -.06 
49 .0778557 .0754344 .0681883 .0561704 .0394684 .0182044 -.0074659 -.0373553 -.07 
50 .0797458 .0772621 .0698298 .0575055 .0503830 .0185926 -.0076998 -.0382942 -.07 
51 .0816564 .0791093 .0714882 .0588534 .0413049 .0189818 -.0079393 -.0392452 -.07 
52 .0835881 .0809767 .0731641 .0602144 .0422344 .0193720 -.0081845 -.0402085 -.07 
53 .0855416 .0828650 .0748580 .0615891 .0431717 .0197634 -.0084357 -.0411845 -.07 
54 .0875175 .0847746 .0765704 .0629776 .0441169 .0201558 -.0086931 -.0421738 -.07 
55 .0895166 .0867065 .0783020 .0643806 .0450705 .0205494 -.0089568 -.0431766 -.08 
56 .0915395 .0886611 .0800534 .0657985 .0460325 .0209441 -.0092271 -.0441934 -.08 
57 .0935871 .0906393 .0818251 .0672317 .0470033 .0213401 -.0095043 -.0452247 -.08 
58 .0956600 .0926417 .0836178 .0686806 .0479831 .0217372 -.0097884 -.0462709 -.08 
59 .0977592 .0946693 .0854322 .0701459 .0489722 .0221355 -.0100797 -.0473325 -.08 
60 .0998854 .0967226 .0872689 .0716279 .0499709 .0225352 -.0103786 -.0434099 -.09 
61 .1020395 .0988026 .0891287 .0731272 .0509794 .0229360 -.0106852 -0195037 -.09 
62 .1042223 .1009100 .0910121 .0746443 .0519980 .0233382 -.0109^" .0506143 -.09 
63 .1064346 .1030457 .0929200 .0761797 .0530271 .0237418 -.011321;-: -.0517424 -.09 
64 .1086776 .1052107 .0948532 .0777342 .0540670 .0241466 -.0116536 -.0528883 -.09 
65 .1109522 .1074058 .0968124 .0793081 .0551179 .0245529 -.0119939 -.0540528 -.10 
66 .1132591 .1096319 .0987984 .0809021 ,0561803 .0249606 -.0123430 -.0552364 -.10 
67 .1155997 .1118901 .1008121 .0825169 .0572544 .0253698 -.0127015 -.0564396 -.10 
68 .1179748 .1141813 .1028543 .0841530 .0583407 .0257804 - G130697 -.0576632 -.10 
69 .1203856 .1165067 .1049259 .0858112 .0594394 .0261926 .0134479 -.0589077 -.10 
70 .1228333 .1188672 .1070280 .0874921 .0605510 .0266061 -.0138364 -.0601738 -.11 
71 .1253189 .1212639 .1091613 .0891965 .0616758 .0270212 -.0142356 -.0614622 -.11 
72 .1278437 .1236982 .1113269 .0909250 .0628143 .0274380 -.0146458 -.0627737 -.11 
73 .1304090 .1261710 .1135258 .0926784 .0639668 .0278563 -.0150674 -.0641089 -.11 
74 .1330160 .1286838 .1157592 .0944576 .0651338 .0282763 -.0155008 -.0654686 -.12 
75 .1356662 .1312377 .1180281 .0962633 .0663158 .0286980 -.0159464 -.0668537 -.12 
76 .1383608 .1338342 .1203336 .0980964 .0675132 .0291213 -.0164046 -.0682649 -.12 
77 .1411015 .1364745 .1226769 .0999577 .0687265 .0295464 -.0168758 -.0697031 -.12 
78 .1438896 .1391602 .1250594 .1018482 .0699561 .0299732 -.0173604 -.0711692 -.13 
79 .1467268 .1418927 .1274822 .1037688 .0712026 .0304019 -.0178590 -.0726642 -.13 
80 .1496146 .1446736 .1299467 .1057205 .0724666 .0308323 -.0183721 -.0741889 -.13 
81 .1525548 .1475045 .1324542 .1077043 .0737486 .0312646 -.0189000 -.0757443 -.13 
82 .1555492 .1503871 .1350063 .1097213 .0750491 .0316987 -.0194434 -.0773316 -.14 
83 .1585995 .1533231 .1376043 .1117725 .0763688 .0321348 -.0200028 -.0789518 -.14 
84 .1617078 .1563144 .1402499 .1138592 .0777082 .0325728 -.0205787 -.0806060 -.14 
85 .1648758 .1593628 .1429448 .1159824 .0790681 .0330128 -.0211718 -.0822954 -.14 
86 .1681059 .1624703 .1456904 .1181436 .0804491 .0334547 -.0217827 -.0840211 -.15 
87 .1714000 .1656390 .1484888 .1203438 .0818519 .0338988 -.0224119 -.0857846 -.15 
88 .1747605 .1688711 .1513416 .1225846 .0832772 .0343449 -.0230603 -.0875870 -.15 
89 .1781897 .1721687 .1542507 .1248673 .0847258 .0347931 -.0237285 -.0894299 -.16 
90 .1816901 .1755342 .1572183 .1271933 .0861985 .0352435 -.0244172 -.0913145 -.16 

T ABLE 3B-IV IOMENT CO EFFICIENT r, £x (45 < a   < 90 1 

A 
* At x/a  =0, coefficient is at mid-length 

** At x/a  =1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS, x/a 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0** 

526 
1352 
1256 
344 
1621 
(093 
1767 
1650 
[746 
[065 
1611 
»393 
U7 

1693 
F226 
1026 
1100 
)457 
5107 
1058 
$319 
1901 
L813 
5067 
3672 
2639 
3982 
1710 
3838 
J377 

18342 
1745 
11602 
[8927 
[6736 
5045 
3871 
3231 
13144 
13628 
14703 
»6390 
|87U 
11687 
(5342 

.0633602 

.0649540 

.0685632 

.0681883 

.0698298 

.0714882 

.0731641 

.0748580 

.0765704 

.0783020 

.0800534 

.0818251 

.0836178 

.0854322 

.0872689 

.0891287 

.0910121 

.0929200 

.0948532 

.0968124 

.0987984 

.1008121 

.1028543 

.1049259 

.1070280 

.1091613 

.1113269 

.1135258 

.1157592 

.1180281 

.1203336 

.1226769 

.1250594 

.1274822 

.1299467 

.1324542 

.1350063 

.1376043 

.1402499 

.1429448 

.1456904 

.1484888 

.1513416 

.1542507 

.1572183 

.0522375 

.0535367 

.0548475 

.0561704 

.0575055 

.0588534 

.0602144 

.0615891 

.0629776 

.0643806 

.0657985 

.0672317 

.0686806 

.0701459 

.0716279 

.0731272 

.0743443 

.0761797 

.0777342 

.0793081 

.0809021 

.0825169 

.0841530 

.0858112 

.0874921 

.0891965 

.0909250 

.0926784 

.0944576 

.0962633 

.0980964 

.0999577 

.1018482 

.1037688 

.1057205 

.1077043 

.1097213 

.1117725 

.1138592 

.1159824 

.1181436 

.1203438 

.1225846 

.1248673 

.1271933 

.0367862 

.0376601 

.0385608 

.0394684 

.0503830 

.0413049 

.0422344 

.0431717 

.0441169 

.0450705 

.0460325 

.0470033 

.0479831 

.0489722 

.0499709 

.0509794 

.0519980 

.0530271 

.0540670 

.0551179 

.0561803 

.0572544 

.0583407 

.0594394 

.0605510 

.0616758 

.0628143 

.0639668 

.0651338 

.0663158 

.0675132 

.0687265 

.0699561 

.0712026 

.0724666 

.0737486 

.0750491 

.0763688 

.0777082 

.0790681 

.0804491 

.0818519 

.0832772 

.0847258 

.0861985 

.0170459 

.0174311 

.0178173 

.0182044 

.0185926 

.0189818 

.0193720 

.0197634 

.0201558 

.0205494 

.0209441 

.0213401 

.0217372 

.0221355 

.0225352 

.0229360 

.0233382 

.0237418 

.0241466 

.0245529 
,0249606 
.0253698 
.0257804 
.0261925 
.0266061 
.0270212 
.0274380 
.0278563 
.0282763 
.0286980 
.0291213 
.0295484 
.0299732 
.0304019 
.0308323 
.0312646 
.0316987 
.0321348 
.0325728 
.0330128 
.0334547 
.0338988 
.0343449 
.0347931 
.0352435 

-.0067962 
-.0070144 
-.0072375 
-.0074659 
-.0076998 
-.0079393 
-.0081845 
-.0084357 
-.0086931 
-.0089568 
-.0092271 
-.0095043 
-.0097884 
-.0100797 
-.0103786 
-.0106852 
-.0109997 
-.0113225 
-.0116538 
-.0119939 
,0123430 
-.0127015 
-.0130697 
-.0134479 
-.0138364 
-.0142356 
-.0146458 
-.0150674 
-.0155008 
-.0159464 
-.0164046 
-.0168758 
.0173604 
-.0178590 
-.0183721 
-.0189000 
-.0194434 
-.0200028 
,0205787 
.0211718 
-.0217827 
-.0224119 
-.0230603 
-.0237285 
-.0244172 

-.0346067 
-.0355119 
-.0364280 
-.0373553 
-.0382942 
-.0392452 
-.0402085 
-.0411845 
-.0421738 
-.0431766 
-.0441934 
-.0452247 
-.0462709 
-.0473325 
-.0484099 
-.0495037 
-.0506143 
-.0517424 
-.0528883 
-.0540528 
-,0552364 
-.0564396 
-.0576632 
-.0589077 
-.0601738 
-.0614622 
-.0627737 
-.0641089 
-.0654686 
-.0668537 
-.0682649 
-.0697031 
-.0711692 
-.0726642 
-.0741889 
-.0757443 
-.0773316 
-.0789518 
-.0806060 
-.0822954 
-.0040211 
-.0857846 
-.0875870 
-.0894299 
-.0913145 

-.0662064 
-.0678699 
-.0695492 
-.0712450 
-.0729578 
-.0746880 
-.0764362 
-.0782030 
-.0799891 
-.0817948 
-.0836209 
-.0854681 
-.0873368 
-.0892279 
-.0911420 
-.0930798 
-.0950421 
-.0970295 
-.0990429 
-.1010831 
-.1031508 
-.1052470 
-.1073725 
-.1095282 
-.1117152 
-.1139342 
-.1161864 
-.1184729 
-.1207946 
-.1231527 
-.1255484 
-.1279829 
-.1304574 
-.1329732 
-.1355317 
-.1381342 
-.1407823 
-.1434774 
-.1462211 
-.1490151 
-.1518611 
-.1547608 
-.1577161 
-.1607289 
-.1638013 

-.1013916 
-.1038706 
-.1063690 
-.1088874 
-.1114266 
-.1139871 
-.1165695 
-.1191747 
-.1218032 
-.1244558 
-.1271333 
-.1298363 
-.1325657 
-.1353222 
-.1381068 
-.1409201 
-.1437633 
-.1466370 
-.1495422 
-.1524300 
-.1554512 
-.1584570 
-.1614984 
-.1645764 
-.1676922 
-.1708469 
-.1740418 
-.1772781 
-.1805572 
-.1838802 
-.1872487 
-.1906640 
-.1941278 
-.1976414 
-.2012065 
-.2048247 
-.2084979 
-.2122276 
-.2160163 
-.2198653 
-.2237769 
-.2277532 
-.2317963 
-.2359086 
-.2400925 

-.1399358 
-.1432720 
-.1466290 
.1500074 
-.1534079 
-.1568313 
-.1602781 
-.1637491 
-.1672452 
-.1707669 
-.1743151 
-.1778907 
-.1814944 
-.1851271 
-.1887896 
-.1924829 
-.1962079 
-.1999656 
-.2037569 
-.2075828 
-.2114445 
-.2153429 
-.2192793 
-.2232547 
-.2272704 
-.2313275 
-.2354274 
-.2395714 
-.2437608 
-.2479972 
-.2522818 
-.2566163 
-.2610023 
-.2654416 
-.2699350 
-.2744853 
-.2790940 
-.2837629 
-.2884941 
.2932895 
.2981515 
.3030821 
.3080837 
.3131588 
.3183098 

TABLE 3B-MOMENT COEFFICIENT, gx  (45 < a  j 90 ) 

* At x/a =0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** At x/o  =1.0, coefficient is at strut 

A-25 
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a 

FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS 

0* 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

1 28.6493490 28.649310 28.649180 28.648962 28.648656 28.648263 28.647783 
2 14.3268560 14.326769 14.326C07 14.326071 14.325460 14.324674 14.323714 
3 9.5536633 9.5535332 9.5531403 9.5524856 9.5515689 9.5503904 9.5489501 
4 7.1677948 7.1676202 7.1670962 7.1662228 7.1650002 7.1634284 7.1615075 
5 5.7368577 5.7366390 5.7359836 5.7348915 5.7333626 5.7313972 5.7289952 
6 4.7833871 4.7831248 4.7823380 4.7810268 4.7791913 4.7768316 4.7739482 
7 4.1027553 4.1024490 4.1015305 4.0999998 4.097i)571 4,0951028 4.0917372 
8 3.5926490 3.5922985 3.5912480 3.5894974 3.5870470 3.5838972 3.5800488 
9 3.1962271 3.1958328 3.1946499 3.1926788 3.1899200 3.1863742 3.1820421 

10 2.8793857 2.8789471 2.8776316 2.8754395 2.8723716 2.8684287 2.8636121 
11 2.6204220 2.6199391 2.6184905 2.6160768 2.6126989 2.6083581 2.6030558 
12 2.4048673 2.4043400 2.4027580 2.4001220 2.3964333 2.3916933 2.3859044 
13 2.2227001 2.2221339 2.2204179 2.2175589 2.2135583 2.2084181 2.2021412 
14 2.0667831 2.0661660 2.0643155 2.0612326 2.0569191 2.0513775 2.0446112 
15 1.9318Ö19 1.9311899 1.9292044 1.9258967 1.9212690 1.9153247 1.9080676 
ie 1.8139779 1.8132706 1.8111495 1.8076160 1.8026730 1.7963244 1.7885750 
17 1.7101520 1.7093993 1.7071418 1.7033816 1.6981220 1.6913675 1.6831241 
18 1.0180342 1.6172358 1.6148413 1.6108533 1.6052755 1.5981135 1.5893743 
19 1.5357770 1.5349326 1.5324005 1.5281834 1.5222860 1.5147147 1.5054779 
20 1.4619024 1.4610118 1.4583413 1.4538939 1.4476752 1.4396928 1.4299563 
21 1.3952142 1.3942772 1.3914673 1.3867884 1.3802468 1.3718512 1.3616129 
22 1.3347338 1.3337499 1.3307999 1.3258881 1.3190217 1.3102109 1.2994686 
23 1.2796525 1.2786216 1.2755306 1.2703844 1.2631914 1.2539631 1.2427144 
24 1.2292968 1.2282185 1.2249855 1.2196034 1.2120818 1.2024337 1.1906762 
25 1.1831009 1.1819749 1.1785989 1.1729793 1.1651269 1.1550567 1.1427877 
26 1.1405861 1.1394120 1.1358919 1.1300333 1.1218480 1.1113530 1.0985699 
27 1.1013448 1.1001221 1.0964569 1.0903574 1.0818369 1.0709145 1.0576144 
28 1.0650273 1.0637558 1.0599444 1.0536021 1.0447441 1.0333915 1.0195714 
29 1,0313328 1.0300120 1.0260531 1.0194661 1.0102681 .9984824 .9841393 
30 1.0000001 .9986296 .9945220 .9876884 .9781477 .9659259 .9510566 
31 .9708021 .9693815 .96E1238 .9580416 .9481555 .9354945 .9200956 
32 .9435401 .9420689 .9376599 .9303268 .9200925 .9069890 .8910570 
33 .9180393 .9185170 .9119553 .9043691 .8937837 .8802342 .8637656 
34 .8941459 .8925721 .8878561 .8800145 .8690750 .8550760 .8380669 
35 .8717235 .8700975 .8652258 .8571264 .8458296 .8313775 .8138240 
36 .8506509 .8489723 .8439433 .8355835 .8239261 .8090171 .7909152 
37 .8308202 .8290884 .8239004 .8152778 .8032564 .7878864 .7692320 
38 .8121347 .8103492 .8050006 .7961123 .7837234 .7678885 .7486771 
39 .7945079 .7926681 .7871570 .7780003 .7652403 .7489362 .7291633 
40 .7778620 .7759672 .7702919 .7608638 .7477289 .7309512 .7106123 
41 .7621266 .7601761 .7543348 .7446324 .7311187 .7138628 .6929530 
42 .7472383 .7452316 .7392222 .7292424 .7153458 .6976071 .6761215 
43 .7331397 .7310760 .7248965 .7146361 .7003525 .6821260 .6600594 
44 .7197783 .7176570 .7113054 .7007610 .6860860 .6673669 .6447139 
45 .7071069 .7049270 .6984012 .6875694 .6724985 .6532815 .6300368 

T ABLE 4A- N ORMAL (HC K)P) COEFI 1CIENT, y* 

A 
*  AtxAi= 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** Atx/a= 1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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UTS, I] FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS , x/a 

El 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0** 

83 28.J 28.649180 28.648962 28.648656 28.648263 28.647783 28.647216 28.6465620 28.6458200 28.6449910 
14 14« 14.326C07 14.326071 14.325460 14.324674 14.323714 14.322508 14.3212710 14.3197870 14.3181290 
501 9.ft 9.5531403 9.5524856 9.5515689 9.5503904 9.5489501 9.5472479 9.5452840 9.5430584 9.5405712 
075 7. ft 7.1670962 7.1662228 7.1650002 7.1634284 7.1615075 7.1592375 7.1566186 7.1536508 7.1503345 
952 Hw 5.7359836 5.7348915 5.7333626 5.7313972 5.7289952 5.7261570 5.7228827 5.7191726 5.7150269 
482 4,w 4.7823380 4.7810268 4.7791913 4.7768316 4.7739482 4.7705412 4.7666111 4.7621583 4.7571832 
372 4 in 4.1015305 4.0999998 4.0978571 4.0951028 4.0917372 4.0877609 4.0831745 4.0779785 4.0721739 
488 319 3.5912480 3.5894974 3.5870470 3.5838972 3.5800488 3.5755025 3.5702591 3.5643196 3.5576854 
421 '!■ 3.1946499 3.1926788 3.1899200 3.1863742 3.1820421 3.1769249 3.1710239 3.1643404 3.1568762 
121 2,1« 2.8776316 2.8754395 2.8723716 2.8684287 2.8636121 2.8579231 2.8513637 2.8439356 2.8356413 
558 2. Jk 2.6184905 2.6160768 2.6126989 2.6083581 2.6030558 2.5967941 2.5895754 2.5814021 2.5722774 
044 

2:1 2.4027580 2.4001220 2.3964333 2.3916933 2.3859044 2.3790689 2.3711898 2.3622707 2.3523154 
412 2.2204179 2.2175589 2.2135583 2.2084181 2.2021412 2.1947306 2.1861902 2.1765244 2.1657382 
112 2.A 2.0643155 2.0612326 2.0569191 2.0513775 2.0446112 2.0366243 2.0274214 2.0170082 2.0053907 
676 1.« 1.9292044 1.9258967 1.9212690 1.9153247 1.9080676 1.8995029 1.8896363 1.8784747 1.8660257 
750 *'W 1.8111495 1.8076160 1.8026730 1.7963244 1.7885750 1.7794310 1.7688994 1.7569885 1.7437075 
241 l.MR 1.7071418 1.7033816 1.6981220 1.6913675 1.6831241 1.6733991 1.6622011 1.6495398 1.6354265 
743 1-W 1.6148413 1.6108533 1.6052755 1.5981135 1.5893743 1.5790667 1.5672007 1.5537880 1.5388420 
779 l.ft 1.5324005 1.5281834 1.5222860 1.5147147 1.5054779 1.4945857 1.4820501 1.4678849 1.4521057 
563 l.A 1.4583413 1.4538939 1.4476752 1.4396928 1.4299563 1.4184776 1.4052708 1.3903518 1.3737389 
129 i-S 1.3914673 1.3867884 1.3802468 1.3718512 1.3616129 1.3495457 1.3356658 1.3199917 1.3025447 
686 1.« 1.3307999 1.3258881 1.3190217 1.3102109 1.2994686 1.2868107 1.2722557 1.2558253 1.2375436 
144 1.« 1.2755306 1.2703844 1.2631914 1.2539631 1.2427144 1.2294634 1.2142315 1.1970433 1.1779263 
762 i'B 1.2249855 1.2196034 1.2120818 1.2024337 1.1906762 1.1768298 1.1609189 1.1429713 1.1230185 
877 l.JK 1.1785989 1.1729793 1.1651269 1.1550567 1.1427877 1.1283434 1.1117512 1.0930427 1.0722536 
699 l.|P 1.1358919 1.1300333 1.1218480 1.1113530 1.0985699 1.0835250 1.0662492 1.0467782 1.0251521 
144 l.^P 1.0964569 1.0903574 1.0818369 1.0709145 1.0576144 1.0419662 1.0240045 1.0037692 .9813054 
714 l.«B 1.0599444 1.0536021 1.0447441 1.0333915 1.0195714 1.0033169 .9846668 .9636656 .9403633 
393 'V 1.0260531 1.0194661 1.0102681 .9984824 .9841393 .9672756 .9479344 .9261653 .9020240 
566 • n^Hü .9945220 .9876884 .9781477 .9659259 .9510566 .9335805 .9135456 .8910066 .8660255 
956 * *^HO .9651238 .9580416 .9481555 .9354945 .9200956 .9020039 .8812723 .8579616 .8321399 
570 • tHy .9376599 .9303268 .9200925 .9069890 .8910570 .8723463 .8509152 .8268305 .8001674 
656 .WO .9119553 .9043691 .8937837 .8802342 .8637656 .8444323 .8222986 .7974379 .7699326 
669 .ni .8878561 .8800145 .8690750 .8550760 .8380669 .8181075 .7952681 .7696290 .7412806 
240 .W5 .8652258 .8571264 .8458296 .8313775 .8138240 .7932346 .7696862 .7432665 .7140741 
152 .W3 .8439433 .8355835 .8239261 .8090171 .7909152 .7696920 .7454311 .7182283 .6881911 
320 .W4 .8239004 .8152778 .8032564 .7878864 .7692320 .7473708 .7223940 .6944057 .6635225 
771 'T^ .8050006 .7961123 .7837234 .7678885 .7486771 .7261737 .7004773 .6717009 .6399709 
633 ."ml .7871570 .7780003 .7652403 .7489362 .7291633 .7060135 .6795937 .6500265 .6174487 
123 .(j|2 .7702919 ,    .7608638 .7477289 .7309512 .7106123 .6868114 .6596644 .6293036 . 5958769 
530 •TOl .7543348 .7446324 .7311187 .7138628 .6929530 .6684964 .6406182 .6094610 |     .5751843 
215 .6n6 .7392222 .7292424 ;    .7153458 .6976071 .6761215 .6510044 .6223907 .5904342 .5553063 
594 • 6 $0 .7248965 .7146361 .7003525 .6821260 .6600594 .6342768 .6049235 .5721645 .5361844 
139 .6 ro .7113054 .7007610 .6860860 .6673669 .6447139 .6182607 .5881632 .5545988 .5177652 
368 •6iro .6984012 .6875694 .6724985 .6532815 .6300368 .6029077 .5720615 .5376883 .5000001 

., — 

yx (i TABLE 4A-NORMAL (HOOP) COEFFICIENT, yx   (I <a j 45 ) 

* AtxAt= 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** Atx/ct= 1.0, coefficient is at strut 
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a 

FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (a) BETWEEN STRUTS, x/a 

0* 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

46 .6950818 .6928429 .6861405 .6750178 .6595465 .6398262 .6159840 .5881735 
47 .6836638 .6813649 .6744836 .6630664 .6471898 .6269608 .6025153 .5740177 
48 .6728164 .6704568 .6633943 .6515787 .6353919 .6146484 .5895935 .5604031 
49 .6625066 .6600853 .6528392 .6408212 .6241193 .6028553 .5771849 .5472956 
50 .6527037 .6502199 .6427876 .6304633 .6133408 .5915504 .5652580 .5346636 
51 .6433798 .6408327 .6332116 .6205768 .6030283 .5807052 .5537841 .5224782 
52 .6345091 .6318978 .6240851 .6111355 .591554 .5702930 .5427365 .5107125 
53 .6260679 .6233912 .6153842 .6021153 .5836980 .5602897 .5320905 .4993417 
54 .6180340 .6152912 .6070869 .5934942 .5746335 .5506723 .5218234 .4883427 
55 .6103873 .6075772 .5991728 .5852514 .5659413 .5414202 .5119139 .4776941 
56 .6031090 .6002306 .5916229 .5773680 .5576021 .5325137 ..5023423 .4673760 
57 .5961817 .5932339 .5844197 .5698263 .5495979 .5239347 .4930903 .4573698 
58 .5895893 .5865709 .5775470 .5626098 .5419123 .5156664 .4841407 .4476582 
59 .5833167 .5802268 .5709897 .5557034 .5345297 .5076930 .4754777 .4382250 
60 .5773503 .5741875 .5647338 .5490928 .5274357 .5000000 .4670862 .4290549 
61 .5716771 .5684402 .5587663 .5427648 .5206170 .4925737 .4589524 .4201339 
62 .5662851 .5629728 .5530749 .5367071 .5140608 .4854011 .4510630 .4114484 
63 .5611631 .5577743 .5476485 .5309082 .5077556 .4784703 .4434059 .4029861 
64 .5563010 .5528341 .5424766 .5253575 .5016904 .4717700 .4359695 .3947350 
65 .5516890 .5481427 .5375492 .5200449 .4958541 .4652898 .4287429 .3866840 
66 .5473182 .5436909 .5328574 .5149611 .4902393 .4590196 .4217159 .3788226 
67 .5431802 .5394706 .5283926 .5100974 .4848350 .4529503 .4148789 .3711408 
68 .5392674 .5354739 .5241469 .5054456 .4796332 .4470729 .4082228 .3636293 
69 .5355725 .5316935 .5201128 .5009981 .4746263 .4413793 .4017389 .3562791 
70 .5320889 .5281228 .5162836 .4967478 .4698066 .4358617 .3954191 .3490817 
71 .5288104 .5247554 .5126527 .4926880 .4651673 .4305127 .3892558 .3420292 
72 .5257311 .5215856 .5092143 .4888124 .4607017 .4253254 .3832415 .3351137 
73 .5228459 .5186079 .5059628 .4851154 .4564037 .4202933 .3773694 .3283280 
74 .5201497 .5158175 .5028929 .4815913 .4522676 .4154101 .3716328 .3216650 
75 .5176381 .5132096 .5000000 .4782352 .4482877 .4106699 .3660254 .3151181 
76 .5153068 .5107801 .4972796 .4750424 .4444592 .4060673 .3605413 .3086810 
77 .5131520 .5085250 .4947275 .4720083 .4407770 .4015970 .3551747 .3023474 
78 .5111703 .5064408 .4923401 .4691289 .4372368 .3972539 .3499202 .2961114 
79 .5093583 .5045243 .4901138 .4664004 .4338342 .3930334 .3447725 .2899673 
80 .5077133 .5027723 .4880453 .4638192 .4305653 .3889310 .3397265 .2839097 
81 .5062326 .5011822 .4861319 .4613820 .4274263 .3849423 .3347776 .2779333 
82 .5049138 .4997516 .4843708 .4590858 .4244137 .3810633 .3299211 .2720329 
83 .5037549 .4984785 .4827597 .4569279 .4215241 .3772901 .3251525 .2662035 
84 .5027541 .4973607 .4812963 .4549055 .4187546 .3736191 .3204678 .2604403 
85 .5019099 .4963968 .4799788 .4530165 .4161022 .3700468 .3158622 .2547386 
86 .5012209 .4955854 .4788055 .4512586 .4135642 .3665698 .3113323 .2490938 
87 .5006861 .4949252 .4777749 .4496300 .4111380 .3631849 .3068741 .2435015 
88 .5003047 .4944153 .4768858 .4481288 .4088215 .3598891 .3024838 .2379571 
89 .5000761 .4940552 .4*61372 .4467537 .4066123 .3566796 .2981579 .2324565 
90 .5000000 .4938441 i .4755282 .4455032 .4045085 .3535534 .2938926 .2269953 

A 
TABLE 4B-NORMAL (HOOP) COEFFICIENT, yx ( 45 < a 

* At %/u= 0, coefficient is at mid-length 
** Atx/OF 1.0, coefficient is at strut 

.. ..  :... 
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FRACTION OF HALF-ANGLE (o) BETWEEN STRUTS, x/a 

§§.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1    1.0** 

35 A §429 .6861405 .6750178 .6595465 .6398262 .6159840 .5881735 .5565739 .5213886 .4828445 
77 .5 »649 .6744836 .6630664 .6471898 .6269608 .6025153 .5740177 .5416598 .5056590 .4662576 
31 .5 11568 .6633943 .6515787 .6353919 .6146484 .5895935 .5604031 .5272819 .4904621 .4502021 
56 .5 •X853 .6528392 .6408212 .6241193 .6028553 .5771849 .5472956 .5134058 .4757634 .4346435 
36 • V *199 .6427876 .6304633 .6133408 .5915504 .5652580 .5346636 .5000001 .4615312 .4195499 
82 .4 »327 .6332116 .6205768 .6030283 .5807052 .5537841 .5224782 .4870354 .4477363 .4048921 
25 .4 #978 .6240851 .6111355 .5931554 .5702930 .5427365 .5107125 .4744848 .4343514 .3906429 
17 .4 »912 .6153842 .6021153 .5836980 .5602897 .5320905 .4993417 .4623232 .4213515 .3767771 
27 .4 #912 .6070869 .5934942 .5746335 .5506723 .5218234 .4883427 .4505274 .4087133 .3632713 
41 .4 «772 .5991728 .5852514 .5659413 .5414202 .5119139 .4776941 .4390759 .3964149 .3501038 
60 .4 *306 .5916229 .5773680 .5576021 .5325137 ..5023423 .4673760 .4279485 .3844362 .3372543 
98 .4 #339 .5844197 .5698263 .5495979 .5239347 .4930903 .4573698 .4171265 .3727583 .3247039 
82 .4 #709 .5775470 .5626098 .5419123 .5156664 .4841407 .4476582 .4065923 .3613634 . 3124347 
50 .3 «268 .5709897 .5557034 .5345297 .5076930 .4754777 .4382250 .3963295 .3502352 .3004304 
49 .3 (§875 .5647338 .5490928 .5274357 .5000000 .4670862 .4290549 .3863228 .3393580 .2886752 
39 .3' *402 .5587663 .5427648 .5206170 .4925737 .4589524 .4201339 .3765577 .3287174 .2771546 
84 .3 *728 .5530749 .5367071 .5140608 .4854011 .4510630 .4114484 .3670207 .3182995 .2658548 
61 .3 *743 .5476485 .5309082 .5077556 .4784703 .4434059 .4029861 .3576989 .3080914 .2547628 
50 .3 #341 .5424766 .5253575 .5016904 .4717700 .4359695 .3947350 .3485804 .2980811 .2438664 
40 .3 #427 .5375492 .5200449 .4958548 .4652898 .4287429 . 3866840 .3396537 .2882568 .2331539 
26 .3; *909 .5328574 .5149611 .4902393 .4590196 .4217159 . 3788226 .3309081 .2786077 .2226144 
08 .31 *706 .5283926 .5100974 .4848350 .4529503 .4148789 .3711408 .3223334 .2691234 .2122375 
93 .3 *739 .5241469 .5054456 .4796332 .4470729 .4082228 .3636293 .3139200 .2597941 .2020132 
91 ,M #935 .5201128 .5009981 .4746263 .4413793 .4017389 .3562791 .3056585 .2506104 .1919321 
17 .2 #228 .5162836 .4967478 .4698066 .4358617 .3954191 .3490817 .2975404 .2415634 .1819852 
92 .2 «554 .5126527 .4926880 .4651673 .4305127 .3892558 .3420292 .2895572 .2326445 .1721639 
37 .2fc»856 .5092143 .4888124 .4607017 .4253254 .3832415 .3351137 .2817009 .2238455 .1624599 
80 .2*1*078 .5059628 .4851154 .4564037 .4202933 .3773694 .3283280 .2739640 .2151587 .1528654 
50 •2f*175 .5028929 .4815913 .4522676 .4154101 .3716328 .3216650 .2663390 .2065765 .1433728 
81 • 2»096 .5000000 .4782352 .4482877 .4106699 .3660254 .3151181 .2588191 .1980916 .1339747 
10 .25*801 .4972796 .4750424 .4444592 .4060673 .3605413 .3086810 .2513975 .1896972 .1246641 
74 .24*250 .4947275 .4720083 .4407770 .4015970 .3551747 .3023474 .2440676 .1813864 .1154342 
14 • 2|*408 .4923401 .4691289 .4372368 .3972539 .3499202 .2961114 .2368232 .1731528 .1062783 
73 .2W243 .4901138 .4664004 .4338342 .3930334 .3447725 .2899673 .2296583 .1649901 .0971902 
97 .2»723 .4880453 .4638192 .4305653 .3889310 .3397265 .2839097 .2225669 .1568921 .0881635 
133 .2|*822 .4861319 .4613820 .4274263 .3849423 .3347776 .2779333 .2155434 .1488529 .0791923 
29 .20*516 .4843708 .4590858 .4244137 .3810633 .3299211 .2720329 .2085822 .1408666 .0702705 
35 .200*785 .4827597 .4569279 .4215241 .3772901 .3251525 .2662035 .2016779 .1329274 .0613924 
03 • 19M3607 .4812963 .4549055 .4187546 .3736191 .3204676 .2604403 .1948251 .7.250300 .0525522 
86 . 18MB968 .4799788 .4530165 .4161022 .3700468 .3158622 .2547386 .1880189 JH1686 .0437444 
38 .18315854 .4788055 .4512586 .4135642 .3665698 .3113323 .2490938 .1812539 1)93380 .0349635 
15 .17419252 .4777749 .4496300 .4111380 .3631849 .3068741 .2435015 .1745253 .1015329 .0262040 
71 .16M4153 .4768858 .4481288 .4088215 .3598891 .3024838 .2379571 .1678281 .0^7479 .0174605 
65 .16110552 .4761372 .4467537 .4066123 .3566796 .2981579 .2324565 .1611575 .0859777 .0087276 
53 | .154(8441 .4755282 .4455032 .4045085 .3535534 .2938926 .2269953 .1545086 .0782173 .0000001 

<a < 1 TABLE 4B-] TORMAL (H OOP) COEF FICIENT, y x ( 45 < a C 90) 

* Ati iAx= u, coeff Lcient is at i nid-length 
**At> tAr= 1.0, CO« efficient is a t strut g% B A-27 
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s I.   TRANSIENT PRESSURE EQUATIONS 

The following development will employ a basic method similar to that used in 

reference (19)*.  After determining the equation of state for air, expressions will 

be devsloped for the mans, spring and damping terms, and for the forcing function 
in the uingle-degree-of-freedom system of equation   [B-5]  and shown in Figure 8. 

Equation of State 

The energy change in a thermodynamic process may be expressed '   ' as 

dU   -   6Q*-6J* [B-l]** 

in which; 6Q*   = Heat added to a system (ft-lb), and 
ÖJ*    = Work done by the system (ft-lb). 

Assuming air to be a perfect gas, the terms öQ* and ßJ* can be treated as perfect 
differentials, dQ* and dJ*. 

The energy added by the incoming air is then 

dQ* =   W*C T *dt* p  s 
in which: W*    = Flow rate of air (lb/sec), 

Cp     = Specific heat at constant pressure, 
T'    = Stagnation temperature (°R), and s 
dt*    = lime interval (sec). 

Work is performed by removing the water ballast, thereby changing the volume, 

or 
dJ* =    p*dV 

in which: p*     = Pressure in the tank (lb/ft ), and 
_ 3 

dVA = Change in volume of air in the tank (ft ) 

* Numbers in parenthesis indicate similar entries in the Bibliography. 
♦♦Numbers in brackets refer to equations. 

B-l 
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Substituting in [B-lJ the rate of energy change is 

However, for the air entering the tank, 

U = N*CVT^ 

and 

dt* dt* dt* 

in which: N* = Weight of air (lb), 

Cv = Specific heat at constant volume, and 

TjT  = Temperature of air (°R). 

Equating, the energy equation becomes 

CVN* dF + ~V*A.1F ■ *   IS* 0:li! + p^ = w*cT'. JI4* p      g 

Differentiating the universal gas law 

p*VA = N*R*TA , 

yields 
dTX dN* 

^♦*5—&"*i.. 

[B-21 

[B-3] 

Since the universal gas constant, R* = C   - Cy, and using k* = Cp/Cy, 

equations [B-2] and [B-3] combine to produce the air equations of state, 

£A   +  VA*!= R*k*T_'W*. [B-4] p*k* 1^   +   VA-2L. = R*k*T'W*. 
dt* dt* s 

Transient Differential Pressure 

As noted in the "Pressure Loading" section of the paper, determination of the 

transient differential pressure requires solution of the equation, 
mx2+ C72| x2 | + K* (x2 - xx) = 0, [B-5] 

for which terms are defined in the paper and indicated on Figure 8. 
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In the following development mathematical expressions will be generated for 
each of the coefficients in this equation. 

Effective Mass (m) 

The expression for effective mass of the water slug in the flood hole is (21) 

m = Z™ Ä ( v + 0.85 STJ, [B-6] 

in which: A = net cross-section area of the flood hole, perpendicular to direction 
of flow (Figure 10c) (ft2), 

v = depth of flood hole vanes parallel to direction of flow (Figure 10c) 

(ft). 

y    = density of sea water (lb/ft3), and 

g = acceleration of gravity (ft/sec2). 

For a flood hole without baffles, the term v disappears, and the expression becomes 
0.85y 

m    = SW(A-)2# 

g 

For multiple flood holes, there is generally no interaction between effective masses, 
and they can be combined directly. 

Spring Constant (K*) 

In the classical vibrating system, the spring constant is defined as the force 
required to produce a unit displacement, or 

dF K* - sx • 
in which:   F = force applied to the system (lb), and 

x, = displacement in the direction of F (ft). 

Since the inner (pressure) hull structure is normally very stiff in comparison 

with the outer hull structure, the flexibility of the ballast tank may be assumed as 
being concentrated in the outer hull structure.   From the geometry of Figure 9a, 

dF   = CDAdp* 

B-3 
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in which: CD= discharge coefficient, and 

V_ = tank volume (ft3) 

Substituting,   _ „ 
(CpA) 

K*   g   m ' - 
dVT/dP* 

[B-8] 

For instances in which the tank has more than one flood hole, 

K*    "  dVT/dp* [B-9] 

In the above expression the ratio dvL/dp* can be obtained experimentally, or 

approximated by the following procedure: 

As described in the "Structural Response" section of the paper, the outer hull 

plating is periodically stiffened by outer hull frames which, in turn, are attached 

to the inner hull structure by radial struts (Figure 11).   The stiffness of this outer 

frame-strut array is normally quite large in comparison with that of the outer hull 

plating.   Consequently, for purposes of determining the change in tank volume, it 

may be assumed that the flexibility of the ballast tank is concentrated in the outer 

hull plating. 

Approximating the deflected shape of the outer hull plating as shown in 

Figure 9b, the trapezoidal cross-section of the increase in tank volume is 

AA =A Zo (Lo-Leo) 

in which, AZo = radial (hoop) deflection of outer hull plating unaffected by 

frames (in), 

where:   A dp*R0
2 

Zo       122E0to 
R       = radius of outer hull plating (in), 

B-4 
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E       = modulus of outer hull plating (lb/in2), and 

t        = thickness of outer hull plating (in), 

L    = Length between outer hull frames (in), 

L    = Effective length of outer hull plating acting with outer hull frame (in), 
CO 

where:   LM   = 1.56N'/R t , and 
60 0 0 

N'     = Frame stiffness coefficient for outer hull (Defined in Appendix 

C and plotted in Appendix A). 
The increase in the tank volume will take the form of a torus over each frame 

space, for which 

Substituting, 

dVT 2ffR0. 

dp* 125E 
LQ. (L0- 1.56N'/RÖt7). 
0*0 

[B-10] 

where:  n      = number of frame spaces over which tank extends. 

The solution to this expression is then substituted into equation [B-8] to obtain the 

spring constant, K*. 

Damping Coefficient 

With the system of equation [B-5], velocity-squared damping may be assumed 
to be opposing the motion of the mass.   The damping coefficient is (19) 

C     = yswCDA [B-ll] 
2g 

Displacement Terms 

Referring to Figure 8c, if x„ is the displacement of the water slug in the 
flood hole, then x, is its velocity and x„ its acceleration. 

B-5 
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Since     x0   = 
Qw 

where:   Q     - flow rate of water (ft /sec), 

then 

and 
^ Qw 
X2   ■  C^f 

[B-12] 

[B-13] 

[B-14] 

Under steady-flow conditions, air flow is equal to water flow, i.e., 

QA=Qw 

The spring-mass model of Figure 8c requires that, under steady state conditions, 

xx    =  Xg 

Thus,     x i    = 3?L =  .§4 
CDA       CDA 

and, •i ~)i 
QA 

D* 
dt*. 

[B-15] 

[B-16J 

Forcing Function 

An expression must be obtained for the forcing function in terms of the motion 

of the mass of water in the flood hole. 

Designating the pressure drop across the flood hole as ftp*, the air pressure 

in the tank, from Figure 10, becomes 

P*   = PATM + *sw ZT + *sw hA + 6p*» [B-17] 

in which: ATM = atmospheric pressure (lb/ft2), 

ZT      = depth to tank top (ft), and 

h.        = depth from tank top to ballast water surface (ft). 

Assuming that volume varies linearly with depth, as indicated in Figure 8b, 

hA   = VT "T   • 

in which: hu = blowable depth of tank (ft). 

B-6 



., Substituting, 

P*   = PI T y   z„, + y ATM  ' ' sw"T     ' sw^r 'AEj, + 6p* 
T 

Differentiating with respect to time, 

Ej.   dV 

? 
For the condition in which the ship has no vertical velocity when blowing is 

initiated, the first term in the above equation is zero. 

Also, since 

[B-18] 

dp* dZr+ ÜI   ^A        d (6p*). 
"dt? " ^sw-cRF + v swVm    dt* dt* [B-19] 

dV 

dt* 
*   -«A- 

and, from equation [B-15] 

QA =CDAxr 

then, considering that 
-  2 

6P* = 
ysw(x2) 

2g 
equation [B-19] becomes 

£ ■ v8W£ <CA>   + 
\l •    •• 

32.  xx 
g      X2X2  * [B-20] 

Combining equations [B-20] and [B-15] with [B-4] and rearranging gives 

R*k*Ts'W* -    Ay   sw  x2x^ 

X,    = 

B-7 
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Finally, substituting the above and equations [B-6],  [B-8],  [B-10], and [B-ll] 

into [B-5] gives 

[±H v + O.Sö^ A )]s -         ysw CDLA   - ,- 
2  +    x2lx2 

125E t   (C^SÄ)2 

,    o o * D° ' 
2ffR n   (L-1.56NVRt) o o     o o o' 

[>. ^ A sw •  .. 

2   JcDÄ(p^ + ^y-). 
= o 

Where summations are made over all flood holes in the tank.  The above equation 

is a second-order, non-linear, non-homogeneous equation, requiring computer 

solution.   The air flow, W*, varies with time, from zero to a full-flow value, 

^*MAX' w^c^ can De calculated by the procedure of Reference (22), or obtained 
by measurement.   The history of increase in the air flow rate may also be obtained 

by experiment, or may be approximated by a mathematical expression.   One such 

expression, developed to investigage the effect of curve shape, is 

W*  = W* MAX H^);*-te^- [B-22] 

The coefficients, <p-, and <p „, can be varied to produce different curve forms de- 

picting the rate of increase in the air flow rate, to approximate experimental results. 

H.   EXPANSION PRESSURE EQUATIONS 

Once steady flow has been established in the tank, the differential pressure 

acting on the tank structure becomes a function of the energy added to the tank 

and of the resistance of the tank to air expansion.  As noted earlier, this 

differential pressure is the difference between internal and external pressure.  The 

external pressure is simply a function of the depth at which the submarine is 

B-8 
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operating, while the internal pressure, referring to Figure 10, may be expressed 

»*   = y sw [** + (W*w) C0S9*   - XASD,e*] 
+    P* *ATM 

vsw /_!_ ^V 
JJJA dt* y [B-23] 

The last term in the above equation represents the pressure drop across the 

flood holes.  Differentiation of [B-23], neglecting the higher derivative, gives 

dt* ~ vsw l Ä zL-nzj-Hg-h^ j siNe*+xAcose* 1 e 

- hy cose* 

The assumption that tank vo! 

Its derivative is 

(V) 
ume is linear with depth can be expressed as 

hrp. 

~ hTdVA 
hw = "vTdt* 

Substituting in [B-24] gives 

[B-24] 

a£ =ysWpf.-[(zi-KB-Kw)SIN«* + xA cose * 

+ — 
vT 

hj,  dV 

Vr   "dt* 
A cose*. 

'   8* 

[B-25] 
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Substituting into [B-4], the air equation of state, and solving for the air expansion 
rate, 

dvA    R*k*Ts'w*-vAvsw vtlvw)™ * +xACOS8*l 8*1 

dt* 
P^+^vswV308** VT 

The term in braces is a velocity - the rate of rise of the tank in question.  Dividing 
the first term in the numerator by VA Y      leaves it, too, in terms of a velocity. 

The resulting equation can be written, 

dVA    Vsw (■*.) 

in which: 

dt* VA 

P^+^swV308** 
VT 

[B-26] 

ZT  = 
-k*W*R*T 

vswVA 
* + j zir[(zrVv)SINe * + xAcose* le*|. IB-27] 

A further simplification, based on the assumption of linearity of volume with depth, 
yields a new symbol, 

h    = 
hj^A cose*, 

which, when substituted into [B-26] gives 

fx _Viw(-*r) 
dt*        k*p* + v     hA *      rsw A 

By letting 

zT = ZtL + (Zl -hB 'Sfj cose* - xA sme*, 

[B-28] 

[B-29] 

B-10 
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the ambient sea pressure at the level of the top of the tank can be written 

p* = v     z   +p* 
*T       'sw   T +iATM' 

and equation [B-23] can be written 

p* = PT +yswhA 
2g    \CLA   dt* f 

dV 
2g    \CDA   dt* 

Substituting [B-28] in [B-31] gives a cubic equation in pressure, 

(k*)2 (P*)3 +   [ (2-k*)   k* ygw hA - (k*)2 P* ] (p*)2 

+ [*"*•» y sw 5A "   ***** ] ^swV- [y swhA +P
T]ysw*A 

The differential pressure loading the tank structure is the difference between 
internal and external pressure, or 

p* - P*     lb/ft2 
AP Lö—2  

144 inZ/ftZ 

[B-30] 

[B-31] 

[B-32] 

[3-33] 

'. 

h 
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APPENDIX C 

DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY AND EQUATIONS 

FOR 

ELASTIC RESPONSE OF STRUCTURE 

C-0 
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I.     STRUT LOAD 

I 

Axial Load in Outer Hull from Blowing 

Referring to Figures 11 and 14a, when the ballast tank is subjected to blowing 

pressures, there is an end load applied to the wing bulkhead.  This load is distributed 

between the inner and outer hull structures based upon the center of pressure.   From 

the geometry of Figure 15, the general equation for obtaining the center of pressure 
on a segment is 

I 
y = 

KT 4 «-x' 4««} 
\ ft «- 4) •• 

Integrating and substituting limits, 

y - » 
2(

R 4) 
(4 - 4) 

but, since 

y = y'  + R H 

the foregoing equation reduces to 

r>     = 

2 2 2R    -  R  RlT  -  R„ o o   H H 
3(Ro - RH) 

Since the end force on the wing bulkhead 

pe - «wfö - 4) • 

C-l 
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where: Ap = differential pressure across ballast tank (Appendix B).  The force on 

the outer hull may be written as 

»o-^     ' 

and the longitudinal membrane stress in the outer hull is 

°* " *B       * 
where: A« * 2irR t    . B oo 

Substituting and rearranging for the longitudinal membrane stress, 
R 

ax = (Ap) öf- <p)  , [c-i] 

where: p   =   2 

Unrestrained Deflection of Outer Hull 

[C-2] 

For a uniformly stiffened circular shell subjected to a uniform lateral pressure, 

the loading may be written as a second order differential equation 

d2M       <Vo    L   /A , 
—2   ~   "I—   +   (Ap   = 0    , 
dx^ Ro 

[C-3] 

for which: QU = E € , + va    » 

M 

=   JL 
R o 

-D' 
0 

^2 d y 

dx2 

E t3 
0  0 

12 (1 - v) 

and 

C-2 O 
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O Substituting the above and equation [C-l]  into [C-3],  and rearranging, the 

fourth order differential equation of a uniformly ring stiffened shell subjected to a vari- 
able end pressure may be written as 

,2 

dx 
12 SLZJLL - feü! 

■2?  X LVo 2    3E at- 
The net deflection of an unrestrained shell,  y ,  at any longitudinal position, relative 

to the initial position, is represented by the last two terms in the brackets.  By letting 

the net deflection of the shell from the frame 

Z = y - ys     , 

and defining 

t 

r4 _ 3(1  -  y") 

(R   t f x O  o' 

the fourth order differential equation may be written as 

£f   ♦   4C* Z  = 0     . 
dx 

This is a standard fourth order equation, for which solutions of the form Z  = eax 

may be assumed.   The particular solution to this equation may be written as 

WRQ     f. J£ /. *u "0*0        \       k      1 

in which: k = {SINHax • COSa (t - x) + COSHax • SIN« (i - x) 
+ Sllfcx . COSH« (l- x) + COSax .  SINHaM- x)} 

T { siNHat+ siNa-t} , 

[0-4] 
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' and for which k represents the deflection of the shell at any longitudinal location. 

This term degenerates to unity at the frame. 
Hence, simplifying and letting 

ß = 
eo o 

A,    + b t fo        oo 

where:  L      =  1.555 N'^ITT" eo o o [C-5] 

and, since the shell thickness is normally small, taking 

A,    ä A,    + b t fo fo 0 0 

equation [C-4] simplifies, for the radial expansion of the outer hull at the frame, to 

'-&('-!>) 
[C-6] 

where:  P  = L    (Ap)   , and eo *^r' 

\o~ Afo +bt    +L" * o o eo o 

Equation  [C-6] applies to the case in which no shell inserts are used, or in which the 

web thickness of the frame is small, since the term  (b t ) has been dropped.   For 
other instances, equation [C-4] should be used to obtain the deflection at the frame. 

Elongation of Strut 

The elongation of the radial strut (Figure 13a) is simply 

h " esLs = 
qSL8 

E 

WL 
 §_ 
AeEa s   s 

[C-7] 

C-4 
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I. in which: c0 = axial strain in the strut (in/in), 

W = axial load on the strut (lb), and 

L    -    length of strut (in) (Figure 14). 

Unrestrained Deflection of Inner Hull 

By substituting the appropriate nomenclature in equation [C-4] for the inner hull 

(Figure 14), and rearranging, the radial deflection (contraction) of the inner hull at 

the frame is 

2EHtH L        \       fra      /J 
[C-8] 

Da 
in which: p' = p + (Ap) = j^ + (Ap)   , (Figure 11), 

and AFH = ArT + bHtH  . 

Since pressure hull frames in some instances have a wide faying flange,  b„,  the 

above equation will not be simplified similar to equation [C-6], 

Effect of Strut on Outer Hull Deflection 

Tc determine the load in the strut, deflections for the inner and outer hull will be 

added algebraically to the strut elongation.   From Figure 13a, 

A - y + y3 - y2   . 

Substituting expressions from [C-6],   [C-7] and [C-8], the deflection at the strut 

for the case of the outer hull is 

PR 
A = 

EoATo I>-*P] 
 s. 

s  s 
[C-9] 
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This deflection,  A. must now be equated to the deflection of a ring under equally 

spaced concentrated radial loads of a magnitude equal to W. 

By application of the principle of Least Work, the following expression may be ob- 

tained for the deflection of a ring subjected to equally spaced loads of equal magnitude. 

(This development may be found in many standard textbooks on structural analysis, 

for example reference (23).) Referring to Figure i4b, 

WR 

^S 3 41 
Ro    |~     tt COSq 

oJo   |_SIN2a(COS (COSx) 

COSx 
SINa -«] [C-10] 

Similarly, an expression may be developed for the average normal force 

T     - W   fl - COSql 
XA      4    L    SINa     J [C-ll] 

where, in the above equations, 

a  =  half angl** between adjacent struts (degrees or radians), and 

x  =  angular distance measured from the mid-position between adjacent struts 
(degrees or radians). 

For large values of the angle a,  the effect of hoop loading induced by W becomes 

negligible.  However, as a becomes smaller, the effect of hoop loading increases until, 

as a limit, a condition similar to that of a wing bulkhead is reached.   For this limiting 

case no circumferential bending occurs in the frame, and W = p L   . 

In the case of a strut, the deflection due to hoop load may be written as 

*H = ti R    = oo 

TAR A   o 
A_  E 

TO    O 

[C-12] 

in which:   ^    = circumferential strain in outer hull (in/in). 

Substituting for T.,  and adding equations  [C-10] and [C-12], the deflection of 

the ring at the strut, for x = a, is 

C-6 
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Al = ARS  + AH  = 2E~ 

o r   a 
*o L2SIK isiN2a 

WR 

4E  A     LSINa 
0    0" 

Li 
LaN: + COT« ] 

COT« 

■a] 
[C-13] 

• 

Effect of Strut on Inner Huh Deflection 

The inner hull will be subjected to the same concentrated strut loads as is the 

outer hull.   However, whereas the outer hull deflected inward, the inner hull will de- 

flect outward at points around the hull space  2 a degrees apart.   Hence, equation 

[C-13] must have another term to represent this deflection, which will be of a form 
similar to [C-13] with the appropriate nomenclature for the inner hull.  Referring 
to Figure 14, the deflection of the outer hull frame at the strut, including both the 
inner and outer hull components, may be written as 

* 

WR H 
kIH 2

VH E SINa 

COTa 
2 

n ,   WR
H    r 1 + COTa ■] 

WR° o 
2E I o o 

WR 
 2_ 

O    0 I 

coxa 
2SIN2a *] 

A. + COTa ■]• 

[C-14] 

Defining the deflection coefficient at the strut as 

and the average normal (hoop) coefficient as 

r = lfe + C0Ta] ' 

[C-15] 

CC-16] 

C-7 
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equation [C-14] may be rewritten as 

m Wfxl -I.OIVH 
+ vd+ » rLEHATH + vU * [C-17J 

Axial Contraction of Inner Hull 

For ballast tanks located in the "necked-down" portion of the hull near 'midships 

(Figure 1), an additional deflection term representing the effect of the axial contraction 
of the pressure hull (due to the hydrostatic pressure at depth) on the outer hull must be 

included.   Using equation [C-4],   simplifying and solving for the circumferential stress 
in the inner hull, 

MH = p 
'H L    V   2   % + "HV 

1 + ß 
[C-1.8] 

STNHa'-t + SINa' 

in which: 

c" = siNHa'x . cosa V 2SiNHa'x + C0SHa'x+ cosHa'x . SIN«'*, 

-2 cosHa'x . SIN« x + SIN« 'x . cosHaV cos« 'x . SINH« \ , 

^3(1- V' ') 
a    = 

/*H*H 

and l is defined in Figure 16. 

Integrating the deflection coefficient C "between limits of 0 and l, and reducing, 

C' = ~,[COSHa't -  COS«'*,] 

This expression represents the area under the deflected curve "C" in Figure 16.   Set- 

ting this area equal to that of the rectangle H* • i to obtain the mean stress, and since 

C-8 
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e = a I, 

H* =[cosHe - cose] | 

Substituting for C "in equation [C-18], the mean circumferential stress in the 

inner hull expressed in terms of the total pressure, p', is 

VM 'hi    L    A        2 " AfH + Vj 1 + 8 
1 
e 

COSHe - cose 
siNH e + SIN e ] 

Lettin N  = COSH e -  COS d Viewing «        g^jj e + SIN e 

where:   6   = $3(1 - tr   I   i-^— \ 

defining LßH = 1.555N/R~^j" 

[C-19] 

[C-20] 

[C-21] 

and using appropriate notation for frame and shell areas, the mean circumferential 

stress may be rewritten as 

"«M *   %     j.1 ~ ***^   (2 (Affl " "^    " "A ra)j     •       [c-28] 

Since a,„ = E„c A .   the longitudinal membrane strain in the inner hull may be psn.        n p 
written as 

,   - (i - O a'. „gJM [C-23] 

C-9 
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in which: <y 
Z 

P'*H 
2tH 

[C-23] 

Effect of Shortening of Inner Hull on Outer Hull 

By substituting for cX *&& 9« from [C-22] into [C-23], an expression may 
be obtained for the longitudinal membrane strain in the inner hull.  Since the outer hull 

will be subjected to the same strain, the longitudinal membrane stress in the outer hull 
will be in proportion to the relative thickness of the two hulls, such that for the outer 

hull the average hoop stress is 

t„       p'lL. 9 

fy>z " Vz r = TT  (1 " v ) w
 0 0 

"" *~V V~ ^s^" (2<Affl " "^ " "Affl)j 

Taking (1 - v )   ^   1, and since the radial deflection 

[C-24] 

A
R 

= r >z 

substituting, 

2E  t      M1 

oo    L 
2y)   + t;N 

8ATH 
(2 (A fH - b, Htjj)  -  i/Aj ffi)j      '      [C"25^ 

Adding to equation [C-9], for the case of a ballast tank located near midships and be- 

tween two large pressure hull sections (Figure 1), the deflection of the strut becomes 

A - 
PRo    r.     v I 

VTTL
1
-^ 

p'4   L _ v m /
2AfH -j±a£ 

^^H    L \ ^H 
[C-26] 

+  Continued 
Page C-ll 
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[Equation [C-26] Continued) 

ffl " VH* 
_ "A «)] [C-26] 

V. 
Load in the Strut 

Equating deflections from equation [C-17] and [C-26],  solving for W, and re- 

arranging, the load in the strut may be written as 

|2L A«, E I02-1    +  2 
OSS ['W 

RHATq^o    +  V^To 
RoIHEH 

+ r i   , Vofro 
R°     ^"H^TH 

[C-27] 

In the above equation, the third term drops out for ballast tanks located near the ends 

of the pressure hull, since the contraction of the inner hull under hydrostatic pressure 

does not affect the outer hull. 

II.    STRESS EQUATIONS 

Net Deflection of Outer Hull Plating between Frames 

For a uniformly ring-stiffened circular cylindrical shell under uniform lateral 

loading, equations are available'   ' for the axial force and moment in the shell plating 

C-ll 
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A 
and, expressed in the usual notation, are of the form 

P = 
2ANE.t o o x3(i») 

UK 2Xj (2a) x3 (2a) - X 2 (2«) 

I } 

and 

M 
PX2 (2tt) 

o " 418X3 (2a)    » 

for which, in the notation used herein for the outer hull, 

V' = Xi (2a) , 

K' = x2(2a), 

N' = X3 (2a), and 

a' = 3, 

. v*        COSH fl* + COS 8' 
wnere:    v   -     siNH Q' + SIN 6 

w,' SINH fl'' - SIN 9* 
*   "     SINH6' + SIN0' 

M'      COSH A; - cos 9' 
W SINH 9    +  SIN 9 

a 

, and 

[C-28] 

Combining the above equations and rewriting in the notation of this paper, the 

longitudinal moment in the outer hull plating at any position is 

M    = 0.289K 
(2V'N' -  K*)(\ - v2)5" 

E t 
0 o 

»N [C-29] 
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I in which: AN = net deflection of the outer hull plating, with respect to the frame 
(Figure 13b), (in). 

From equation [C-4],  the total deflection of the outer shell plating midlength be- 
ween frames can be obtained by evaluating k for l/2 and, after simplification, is 

2 

(Ap)Rp 

"o^To t1"^]^^^] [C-30] 

where: 

HM  = ["]* -i .J SINH I COS I + COSH I SIN § 

siNH e' + SIN e' •] [C-31] 

For ballast tanks located in the "necked down" portion of the inner hull (Figure 1), 
there will be an additional deflection component in the outer hull plating resulting from 

the longitudinal contraction of the inner hull under hydrostatic loading.   To obtain this 
added deflection component, it may be assumed that the inner hull deflection between 
frames will produce a similar (but not equal) deflection of the outer hull in the opposite 
direction.   In addition, the effect of the inner hull contraction on the deflection of the 

outer hull may be approximated by an equation having a form similar to equation [C-30] 

by insertion of the appropriate nomenclature.   Adding both deflections, the total de- 

flection at midlength between frames becomes 

2 

P  RJJ        r -,-1    I   ^XH ^ffll 
[C-32] 

To obtain the net midlength deflection of the shell at any circumferential position, 

the deflection at a uniform frame must be subtracted (equation [C-6]) and the restraint 

C-13 
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on the frame induced by the radial struts added.  Substituting equation [C-13] and 

simplifying, the net deflection of the outer hull plating becomes 

O 

WRJ  r WRo 

AN 
= TT" IAJ 

+ ¥~A~ [YK] 
0 0 O    0    L    J 

<Ap) 

*<>*?< J    f - W   ft -M   Af   -eo] 

L4- ri. £i r^iH +   ^L . L i 
^o   L      2j    L*H M   *H eHJ       * 

where- v    = ± \COSx 1 wnere. yx - 2  ^a^J     • 

[C-33] 

[C-34] 

Discontinuity Stress in Outer Hull Plating 

The general equation for the longitudinal discontinuity stress in the outer hull 
plating may be written as 

IM      *    f 6t0 

Substituting equations [C-29] and [C-33] and simplifying, the longitudinal dis- 

continuity stress in the outer hull plating at the frame, for any circumferential posi- 
tion with respect to the struts (Figure 17), is 

= + 
Lx      - 
 1.734K* 
(2V'N' -  K'2)(l -i/2)F 

WR' 

w+^- y 
(Ap)R 

*K 
[1->][^-^-Leo] ,  Continued    rr, QKI 
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4> (Equation [C-35] Continued) 

.2 
P'RHEo      r      in F^TE ^H  + "M^ -4 (Ap)RQp 

6t 

where, for any position x between struts (Figure 14b), the deflection coefficient, 

6x = 4 
»fc 

qCOSo! COSx 

SIN2« COSx SINa -i] [C-36] 

& 

For ballast tanks located at the ends of the pressure hull, since there will be no de- 

flection component due to inner hull contraction, the term containing the hydrostatic 

pressure, p', drops out. 

To obtain the longitudinal discontinuity stress at a wing bulkhead, the term con- 

taining W becomes insignificant since the struts merge, and 

[^+H'M^-Leo]-.[1+H^l        . 

In addition, since the wing bulkhead is very stiff, and consequently may be assumed 

as having a negligible deflection, the deflection of the adjacent outer hull frame will 

produce an additional longitudinal moment in the plating at the bulkhead.   Hence, this 

discontinuity stress may be expressed as 

. 

Or =    K' Lx 

E  & o 
R 

where: 

K" = 
1.734K 

(2V'N' - K£)(l - v
2)* 

C„  = 
b' t3 

B o 

bit3  + L   t? Bo eo B 

[C-37] 

and Co is a distribution factor relating the relative stiffness of the wing bulkhead and 

the outer hull plating. 
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Substituting for A from equation  [C-5], 

ffLS = K' 
(AP)R 

(^SP) 
'L    t eo ol 

Arc, 

b;t3 

B o 
t3 

**- + Le<Ä 

ü> 

~ 

Rearranging and substituting appropriate portions of equation [C-35], the longi- 

tudinal discontinuity stress at a wing bulkhead (Figure 17) is 

0       m + 1.734K'(1 -V2)'2 

LB      "     2VV -  (K}2 

WRo1 

(1  + H')   + 
L    t eo o b' t Bo 

M' 
^ 

P*RH Eo 
A-THV 'H ["I]   [^ 

bit3   + L    d Bo eoTJ 

ATH   +  
AFHHM 

I? -I p] 

■ -]} 

[C-38j 

(Ap)R0p 
+      6t o 

Stresses in Outer Hull Frame 

The stress in the outer hull frame at any circumferential position may be generally 
expressed as 

#(x)       ATo Zf 
[C-39] 

and 

ua L(x) [C-40] 

where the last term in equation [C-40] represents the effect of axial contraction of the 

inner hull and, referring to Figure 17, 
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Mk er ... =   stress in outstanding frame flange (lb/in ), 
*fo(x) 

2 
a ,       =   stress in plate flange (lb/in ), 

0P(x) 
2,        =   Section modulus of outstanding frame flange (in ), and 

3 
Z =   Section modulus of plating flange (in ). 

The hoop force, T. ., and the moment, Mf. ., in the outer hull frame at any position 

x may be written, respectively, as 

V, ■ PPO - WM p* (H1)+ i] [C-41] 

* 

where the second term represents a linear approximation to the effectiveness of the 

shell plating in absorbing the hoop load, and 

Mf« - WRo cy • 

where the moment coefficient at any position 

t    i rcosx    ii 
*x     2   LsiNa   ' aj " 

[C-42] 

[C-43] 

• 
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